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Report Highlights
Oct 04
Venus Opposite Neptune Secondary Progression (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
**** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/04/16)
Unrealistic thinking, believing that others feel the way you do: these tendencies can play havoc
with close relationships at a time like this. Beware of financial schemes that seem too good to be
true - they probably AREN'T for real now, and they could cost you a bundle. People who appeal to
your idealism or play on your hopes can let you down.
Nov 21 Saturn Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/12/16 Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: 11/30/16)
Circumstances may block or challenge your path or career. Progress or growth may slow or
seem nonexistent. It could be difficult to make decisions, get a sense of direction, and solve
problems. Another person could stand in your way.
Dec 04
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/28/16 Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: 12/10/16)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Dec 04
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: End Date)
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
Apr 02 Pluto Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
***** Enter (Enter: 04/02/17 Exact: End Date Leave: 05/08/17)
A time of legitimate tension when your need for security and privacy is challenged by all that is
rebellious and unconventional within you. A need for deep self-examination cuts into any sense of
freedom and independence you may have.
Apr 14 Jupiter Re-Enter Ninth Transit (Libra 9th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: End Date)
Travel and mental development at high levels are major themes in your life now. This is a time
to broaden your horizons both intellectually and spiritually. Education, publishing, broadcasting,
legal and political interests, and advertising offer opportunities, if you are on the lookout for them.
Apr 14 Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 9th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 04/06/17 Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: 04/22/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
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of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Apr 16 Neptune Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/16/17 Leave: End Date)
"Don't confuse me with the facts" is your motto now, as you tend to lose sight of the details in
favor of seeing the underlying connections that link them together. This can make the way you
think and communicate very inspired and inspiring, but it can also lead to confused
decision-making and difficulties in making yourself understood by others.
Apr 17 Moon Enter Aries Secondary Progression (Aries 3rd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/17/17 Leave: End Date)
You're entering a phase of emotional directness and impulsiveness now, one marked by forceful
and powerful feelings. Emotional beginnings, a fresh start, perhaps the establishment of new habit
patterns - make sure they're good ones, because they'll set the tone for you for quite some time to
come!
May 12
Uranus Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: 04/24/17 Exact: 05/12/17 Leave: 06/02/17)
A time of independence when you may try new and different things that don't necessarily go
with your established ideals and image of yourself. You could rebel against sentimentality, too
much dreaming, and any "pie in the sky" you bought in the past.
Aug 03
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 07/27/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/10/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Aug 03
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
Exact
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: End Date)
*****
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
Aug 18
Neptune Re-Enter Second Transit (Pisces 2nd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/18/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a period of flux and maybe even fog where your sense of values is
concerned. Losing sight of the practical and mundane can make you very artistic now, but might
not be so good for the bankbook. A need for caution and practicality on the material and financial
level.
Sep 21
Jupiter Conjunct Neptune Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 09/16/17 Exact: 09/21/17 Leave: 09/26/17)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could be.
Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group cooperation and
communion (mass images) could further your career.
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October - Monthly Highlights
Oct 04
Venus Opposite Neptune Secondary Progression (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
**** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/04/16)
Unrealistic thinking, believing that others feel the way you do: these tendencies can play havoc
with close relationships at a time like this. Beware of financial schemes that seem too good to be
true - they probably AREN'T for real now, and they could cost you a bundle. People who appeal to
your idealism or play on your hopes can let you down.
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Report for October
Oct 01
Mercury Sextile Uranus Transit (Virgo-Cancer 9th-7th)
** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/01/16)
Quick answers, great wit, and a surplus of insights and solutions are at the ready. A good time
to write and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible.
Oct 01
Sun Trine Venus Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/01/16 Leave: 10/02/16)
A very nice day, perhaps filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is beautiful and fine.
A sense of value and valuing that may find you lavishing affection on those near you. You might
feel love or value for an older person.
Oct 01
Venus Square Venus Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/01/16)
You may experience dissatisfaction with what you have or find around you. You could feel
unloved or be unloving.
Oct 01
Sun Trine Sun Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/01/16 Leave: 10/02/16)
An easy, calm day that should find everything running in a smooth manner. Ideas and
interaction with authority figures or older people may be in the fore. Working with -- rather than
against -- the flow should be easy to do.
Oct 01
Venus Square Sun Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/01/16)
You may find some of your values at odds with your own best interests. You may not
appreciate tradition or someone older or in authority.
Oct 01
Venus Conjunct Saturn Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 10th-10th)
** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/01/16)
You feel a love of order and law -- an appreciation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are
valued for the lessons they represent, rather than perceived as obstacles.
Oct 02
Mercury Sextile Mars Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 9th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/02/16 Exact: 10/02/16 Leave: 10/03/16)
Your mind is quick and sharp, and your words are the only weapon you will need today. You
have insight into your emotions and drive, and you can talk about your feelings with great insight
and fluidity.
Oct 04
Venus Opposite Neptune Secondary Progression (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
Leave
(Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/04/16)
****
Unrealistic thinking, believing that others feel the way you do: these tendencies can play havoc
with close relationships at a time like this. Beware of financial schemes that seem too good to be
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true - they probably AREN'T for real now, and they could cost you a bundle. People who appeal to
your idealism or play on your hopes can let you down.
Oct 04
Jupiter Sextile Moon Transit (Libra-Sagittarius 9th-11th)
**** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 10/04/16)
Your home environment, friends, and surroundings in general get facilitated and receive
encouragement. Your work or career is in real harmony with the rest of your life. You could gain
from subordinates or younger people during this time.
Oct 05
Venus Enter Eleventh Transit (Scorpio 11th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 10/05/16 Leave: End Date)
***
Friendships and involvement in group activities play a more important part in your life now.
Friends are our only true riches, and the satisfaction that comes from accomplishing things in
cooperation with others is something no one can take away from you.
Oct 06
Mercury Square Asc Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 9th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 10/06/16 Exact: 10/06/16 Leave: 10/07/16)
You may have some difficulty speaking or getting your ideas and thoughts across to others.
You might say the wrong thing.
Oct 07
Mercury Enter Libra Transit (Libra 9th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/07/16 Leave: End Date)
A new cycle begins for you, signalling a greater than usual interest in relationships, social
connections, and the arts - on a more intellectual level than in the past, most likely. Seeing both
sides of an issue, and figuring out resolutions to opposing views: these things take on more
importance in your life.
Oct 09
Venus Square Mercury Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 11th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/08/16 Exact: 10/09/16 Leave: 10/09/16)
You may not place much value on ideas and thoughts. Something that someone says or
communicates to you may be unappreciated or taken the wrong way.
Oct 09
Sun Trine Jupiter Transit (Libra-Gemini 9th-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 10/08/16 Exact: 10/09/16 Leave: 10/10/16)
A very lucky day for making plans or decisions and finding your way through just about any
problem you may discover. You feel successful and able to cope. Good advice from a guide or
older person may be forthcoming. A good day.
Oct 09
Mercury Sextile Moon Transit (Libra-Sagittarius 9th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/09/16 Exact: 10/09/16 Leave: 10/10/16)
You have a natural sense for communicating with others, especially those younger than
yourself. Clear thoughts about the past may also be flowing in today.
Oct 10
Sun Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
10/08/16 Exact: 10/10/16 Leave: 10/11/16)
*
A good day for practical ideas and planning about to your work or vocation. You may receive
some recognition or special attention regarding to your particular skills and abilities.
October Report
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Oct 10
Sun Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/10/16 Leave: End Date)
Making your mark on the world has special significance for you now. Achievement, ambition,
and authority: these things take on greater importance. Organizing and administering people and
projects will become central to your lifestyle.
Oct 10
Venus Trine Uranus Transit (Scorpio-Cancer 11th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
10/09/16 Exact: 10/10/16 Leave: 10/10/16)
**
Independence, as well as anything unusual or different, is valued. You may enjoy getting away
from routine and doing something completely different for a change.
Oct 10
Mars Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 10/09/16 Exact: 10/10/16 Leave: 10/11/16)
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
Oct 11
Sun Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 10/10/16 Exact: 10/11/16 Leave: 10/12/16)
New ways to communicate or an easy manner will make conversations and interactions go well
today. You may find yourself more talkative and facile than otherwise. A dialogue with an older
person may take place.
Oct 12
Mercury Trine Venus Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/11/16 Exact: 10/12/16 Leave: 10/12/16)
You have a clear vision into your own inner sense of values, how you appreciate and love. A
good time to examine and think about what is important and of lasting value.
Oct 12
Mercury Trine Sun Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/11/16 Exact: 10/12/16 Leave: 10/12/16)
You are at your mental best with sharp ideas and clear thoughts. This is an excellent time to
make decisions and take care of mental work.
Oct 12
Venus Conjunct Mars Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 11th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/11/16 Exact: 10/12/16 Leave: 10/13/16)
You may find yourself looking for a little romance today or at least enjoying some emotional
release. You can appreciate feelings and movement. You may want to just get out and walk or
exercise.
Oct 12
Sun Square Uranus Transit (Libra-Cancer 10th-7th)
* Exact (Enter: 10/11/16 Exact: 10/12/16 Leave: 10/13/16)
A tough day to solve problems or to look for insights and solutions. You may feel that your
originality and independence are stifled or just not available to you. Someone older may tend to
stifle your freedom.
Oct 13
Venus Square Pluto Transit (Scorpio-Leo 11th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/12/16 Exact: 10/13/16 Leave: 10/13/16)
You value what is above-board and straightforward and have a particular aversion to what is
secret, intense, and private. You do not enjoy gossip or nosy neighbors just now.
October Report
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Oct 16
Mercury Trine Jupiter Transit (Libra-Gemini 9th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/16/16 Exact: 10/16/16 Leave: 10/17/16)
A clear-minded insight into your own plans and methods is available to you. A very good time
to communicate your goals and put them into words. A good time for decisions.
Oct 16
Sun Sextile Pluto Transit (Libra-Leo 10th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 10/15/16 Exact: 10/16/16 Leave: 10/17/16)
Real insight into your own inner workings or psychology could surface today, and in a
manageable form. You may be in the mood for deep and penetrating conversations or thoughts.
Oct 17
Mercury Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/16/16 Exact: 10/17/16 Leave: 10/17/16)
A time when you can put your practical insights into words and convey them to others.
Communication with authority figures is enhanced now.
Oct 17
Mercury Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 10/17/16 Leave: End Date)
***
Ambitious schemes and the pursuit of success and status take on a high priority now. This
brings a focus on the practical, the successful, the pragmatic - whatever it takes to get you ahead in
the long run. The meek may inherit the earth, but the shrewd will collect the rent.
Oct 18
Venus Enter Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 11th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/18/16 Leave: End Date)
A yearning for adventure and far horizons stirs in you now. To roam, to wander and wonder, to
seek freedom and go where no one has gone before - these things are deep and powerful longings.
A time of romantic crusades, a universal love that might not be too particular.
Oct 18
Mercury Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/17/16 Exact: 10/18/16 Leave: 10/18/16)
Your mind could be quite clear and natural just now. Ideas are flowing and could come with
ease. You can talk, talk, talk.
Oct 18
Sun Conjunct Neptune Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 10/17/16 Exact: 10/18/16 Leave: 10/19/16)
Today you may feel very dreamy and imaginative. A good book or movie might take on added
importance. You could find yourself ignoring the practical in favor of considering your more
eternal prospects for the moment.
Oct 18
Mercury Square Uranus Transit (Libra-Cancer 10th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/18/16 Exact: 10/18/16 Leave: 10/19/16)
Your mind is set on hair trigger just now and this could result in some hasty decisions, if not a
few explosions. There may be a lot of tense energy and unusual thoughts. You could find yourself
changing your mind again and again.
Oct 20
Jupiter Trine Venus Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 10/15/16 Exact: 10/20/16 Leave: 10/25/16)
You may find yourself more than a little acquisitive, and your current appreciation for just
about everything may lead you to overspend, indulge too much. You will make career gains by
October Report
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your ability to sense quality and choose accordingly.
Oct 21
Jupiter Trine Sun Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 10/16/16 Exact: 10/21/16 Leave: 10/25/16)
Everything may be pouring in at once, and it's all good news. Your career direction gets some
encouragement, and life's problems should find easy solutions. You may benefit from an older
person or one in authority. Life could assume a dreamlike stance.
Oct 21
Mercury Sextile Pluto Transit (Libra-Leo 10th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/20/16 Exact: 10/21/16 Leave: 10/21/16)
In-depth discussions and probing conversations find you at your mental best. Your analytical
abilities are at a high point.
Oct 21
Venus Conjunct Moon Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 11th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/20/16 Exact: 10/21/16 Leave: 10/22/16)
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
Oct 22
Mercury Conjunct Neptune Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
10/21/16 Exact: 10/22/16 Leave: 10/22/16)
**
You find yourself at your most imaginative, at least when it comes to ideas and thoughts. Right
now you have an opportunity to transcend the everyday thoughts and soar into more cosmic or
eternal musings.
Oct 22
Sun Sextile Asc Transit (Libra-Sagittarius 10th-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 10/21/16 Exact: 10/22/16 Leave: 10/23/16)
You may appear very at ease and loose today. Everything seems to be working together, and
you may find yourself expressive and able to communicate well.
Oct 22
Mars Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 10/21/16 Exact: 10/22/16 Leave: 10/23/16)
Harsh feelings could flare up on the job or with authority figures. Cool it, and let this one pass.
Oct 22
Sun Enter Scorpio Transit (Scorpio 10th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/22/16 Leave: End Date)
Who owes what, who owns what, and who decides these things: these are some of the major
issues for you at the dawn of the cycle that now begins in your life. The only thing we really own is
our consciousness; the only master who is never overthrown is oneself. These are lessons best
learned early in this cycle. Master them, and you master everything. Dodge these issues, and the
great strength that could be yours will remain just out of reach. Understanding inner motivations,
seeing through to the core: that's your real path of power and enlightenment now.
Oct 24
Mercury Sextile Asc Transit (Libra-Sagittarius 10th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 10/23/16 Exact: 10/24/16 Leave: 10/24/16)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
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Oct 24
Venus Enter Twelfth Transit (Sagittarius 12th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 10/24/16 Leave: End Date)
A kind of romantic wistfulness characterizes your approach to life now. This could mean a
longing for a soul mate or a yearning to save the world; it could mean carrying a torch, as well.
Secret loves, lost loves - all you need is love.
Oct 24
Mercury Enter Scorpio Transit (Scorpio 10th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 10/24/16 Leave: End Date)
***
A pronounced curiosity about taboos and mysteries plays a greater part in your life now. Your
mind is on cutting through the nonessentials and penetrating to the core is where your mind is at
now; you want to know who (or what) pulls the strings. Sex, taxes, investments, and others of life's
most compelling phenomena may captivate your interest more than ever before.
Oct 25
Venus Sextile Venus Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/24/16 Exact: 10/25/16 Leave: 10/26/16)
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time to just sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
Oct 25
Venus Sextile Sun Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/24/16 Exact: 10/25/16 Leave: 10/26/16)
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
Oct 26
Mars Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
*** Exact (Enter: 10/25/16 Exact: 10/26/16 Leave: 10/27/16)
Explosive arguments could lead to going your own way when someone or something tries to
confine you. Your own sense of independence and freedom is being challenged.
Oct 29
Mercury Square Venus Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/29/16 Exact: 10/29/16 Leave: 10/30/16)
Your ideas and thoughts may run counter to accepted values, your own or those of others. You
may find yourself in a disapproving mood. Decisions made now may have to be re-thought later.
You could find yourself tense.
Oct 30
Mercury Square Sun Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 10/29/16 Exact: 10/30/16 Leave: 10/30/16)
You may have a hard time being clearheaded right now. Thoughts and ideas that come may be
inappropriate or misleading. A lot of nervous energy. Arguments are possible with an authority
figure or someone older than yourself.
Oct 30
Mercury Conjunct Saturn Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 10th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/29/16 Exact: 10/30/16 Leave: 10/30/16)
A good time for clear deliberation and problem-solving. You are in a serious frame of mind and
find yourself dealing with matters of much concern and responsibility. A good time to reorganize.
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Oct 31
Mars Sextile Mars Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 10/29/16 Exact: 10/31/16 Leave: 11/01/16)
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of business.
Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Oct 31
Sun Square Venus Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 10/30/16 Exact: 10/31/16 Leave: 11/01/16)
Don't pick out that new car today, because your sense of value may be stressed. You may be
unable to appreciate or value people and things now. Your tastes may offend someone older or in
authority.
Oct 31
Sun Square Sun Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 10/30/16 Exact: 10/31/16 Leave: 11/01/16)
You may find it very easy to overdo or work at cross purposes to yourself just now. This can
result in a frustrating and stressful day. There is a sense of testing the limits.
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November - Monthly Highlights
Nov 21 Saturn Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/12/16 Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: 11/30/16)
Circumstances may block or challenge your path or career. Progress or growth may slow or
seem nonexistent. It could be difficult to make decisions, get a sense of direction, and solve
problems. Another person could stand in your way.
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Report for November
Oct 31
Sun Conjunct Saturn Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 10th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 10/30/16 Exact: 10/31/16 Leave: 11/01/16)
You may well be reminded of your various responsibilities today. A good time to get down to
the nitty-gritty and take care of some business you have postponed. Obligations may come to your
attention. A meeting with someone older or in authority.
Oct 31
Venus Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/30/16 Exact: 10/31/16 Leave: 11/01/16)
You may not appreciate someone's methods, the way they get things done. Someone in
authority may have very different values from yours.
Nov 01 Venus Sextile MC Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 10/31/16 Exact: 11/01/16 Leave: 11/02/16)
You could be in the limelight, especially with superiors or in relation to your work. You may
find that you enjoy your job or the responsibility it entails more than usual.
Nov 02 Mercury Enter Eleventh Transit (Scorpio 11th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/02/16 Leave: End Date)
A yearning for the stimulation of new ideas and ideals is emphasized for you now. Others may
see the world as it is and ask why, but like Bobby Kennedy, you imagine the world as it could be
and ask why not. New friends and an involvement in idealistic groups take on greater importance
for you now... the old is suspect; the new seems to hold all the answers.
Nov 02 Venus Sextile Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 11/02/16 Exact: 11/02/16 Leave: 11/03/16)
Perhaps a time to think and study, for you have a real appreciation for ideas and thoughts. You
may find yourself enjoying a long conversation, writing a letter, or making a special phone call.
Nov 03 Mars Square Neptune Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/02/16 Exact: 11/03/16 Leave: 11/04/16)
Don't do too much dreaming just now. It would be very easy for you to get carried away with
some fancy or another. Your feelings are not in sync with your imagination. You may be hard to
satisfy.
Nov 05 Mercury Square Mercury Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 11th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 11/04/16 Exact: 11/05/16 Leave: 11/05/16)
You will find that your mind and thoughts will be very intense just now. There could be a lot of
pressure to make decisions that you will regret later. Plenty of nervous energy.
Nov 06 Mercury Trine Uranus Transit (Scorpio-Cancer 11th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/05/16 Exact: 11/06/16 Leave: 11/06/16)
Quick answers, great wit, and a surplus of insights and solutions are at the ready. A good time
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to write and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible.
Nov 06 Sun Enter Eleventh Transit (Scorpio 11th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/06/16 Leave: End Date)
Ideals and a sense of belonging to something bigger than the merely personal become greater
focuses in your life at this time. You attach more importance to friendships and taking part in group
activities that center on idealistic goals.
Nov 07 Venus Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 12th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/06/16 Exact: 11/07/16 Leave: 11/07/16)
You may enjoy probing into your inner workings or some good solid gossip. You value your
darker, more secretive areas and don't mind working through some sensitive problems.
Nov 08 Mercury Conjunct Mars Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 11th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/07/16 Exact: 11/08/16 Leave: 11/08/16)
There is a lot of energy behind what you say and think. You can make quick and sharp
decisions. Also there is the possibility of sharp words. You communicate with feeling and strength.
Nov 08 Mercury Square Pluto Transit (Scorpio-Leo 11th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/07/16 Exact: 11/08/16 Leave: 11/09/16)
You may be having some dark and secret thoughts. Sensitive areas of your mind may intrude
and appear obsessive. You may be suspicious of someone.
Nov 08 Venus Sextile Neptune Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/07/16 Exact: 11/08/16 Leave: 11/09/16)
You may enjoy a good movie or book or feel like escaping from day-to-day realities for a
while. You can appreciate an imaginative approach and may value communal or futuristic ideas.
Nov 08 Mars Enter Aquarius Transit (Aquarius 1st )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/08/16 Leave: End Date)
The reformer, the inventor, the engineer, the revolutionary - these are important archetypes for
you as a new cycle gets underway in your life. They are icons of the ambitions that stir you at a
time like this. Independence, freedom from past patterns, and a daring readiness to innovate: such
are the paths of achievement for you now.
Nov 10 Sun Square Mercury Transit (Scorpio-Aquarius 11th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 11/09/16 Exact: 11/10/16 Leave: 11/11/16)
Don't be surprised if you are not in top mental gear today. You could find yourself struggling to
communicate or being easily misunderstood. Hard words are possible with an authority figure or an
older person.
Nov 11 Venus Conjunct Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 1st-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 11/10/16 Exact: 11/11/16 Leave: 11/12/16)
You appear perhaps more charming and refined than usual. Now could be the time to make that
date, apply for the job, or otherwise make yourself known.
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Nov 11 Venus Enter First Transit (Sagittarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/11/16 Leave: End Date)
Making a good impression and putting your best foot forward takes on greater importance as a
new cycle gets underway in your life. Appearances and style may count more than substance.
Romance, the arts, and other of life's pleasures seem to take center stage.
Nov 11 Venus Enter Capricorn Transit (Capricorn 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/11/16 Leave: End Date)
Marry for money and then learn to love 'em: that's what your heart tells you now, as a new
cycle gets underway in your life. Does that sound cynical? Maybe so - but it does reflect the
yearning you feel for security and stability now, and it suggests the kind of compromises you may
be willing to make to accomplish these objectives.
Nov 11 Sun Trine Uranus Transit (Scorpio-Cancer 11th-7th)
* Exact (Enter: 11/10/16 Exact: 11/11/16 Leave: 11/12/16)
Take a little trip, or get outside today. You may want to break that routine and try something
new or different right now. You may discover insights into day-to-day problems that will be of
great value later.
Nov 12 Mercury Enter Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 11th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/12/16 Leave: End Date)
A time of expanding your mental horizons is at hand. Religion, philosophy, law, and education
are some of the things that may have special importance for you now. Being in touch with faraway
people and places satisfies an intellectual yearning - curiosity will take you anywhere and maybe
everywhere.
Nov 13 Moon Trine Mars Secondary Progression (Pisces-Scorpio 3rd-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 10/20/16 Exact: 11/13/16 Leave: 12/07/16)
This tends to be a good time to excel in the heat of competition - as if you have an instinct for
making the right moves, particularly where new ventures are concerned. Identifying and meeting
the needs of others puts you in the driver's seat.
Nov 15 Mars Sextile Moon Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 1st-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/13/16 Exact: 11/15/16 Leave: 11/16/16)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You are very
motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially from younger persons, if you
become too aggressive.
Nov 15 Sun Conjunct Mars Transit (Scorpio-Scorpio 11th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 11/14/16 Exact: 11/15/16 Leave: 11/16/16)
A good day, with lots of energy and ambition. This is the day to start new projects or push
forward with those already in motion. You may enjoy a sense of creating your own opportunities.
Someone older or in authority may be a motivating force.
Nov 15 Mercury Conjunct Moon Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 11th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/14/16 Exact: 11/15/16 Leave: 11/15/16)
You may find yourself analyzing your life situation and surroundings. Conversations of an
inspiring kind may be in order with younger persons or others around you.
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Nov 15 Uranus Square Uranus Transit (Aries-Cancer 4th-7th)
***** Enter (Enter: 11/15/16 Exact: End Date Leave: 02/09/17)
A period of pressure and tension relating to your sense of independence and freedom. You may
find yourself curbing a tendency within to rebel and actually finding freedom this time by pursuing
more established routes.
Nov 15 Sun Square Pluto Transit (Scorpio-Leo 11th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 11/14/16 Exact: 11/15/16 Leave: 11/16/16)
A very superficial day. It may not be possible for you to penetrate to anything remotely
meaningful or moving. Perhaps a sense of the artificial, the repetitive, the senseless. You can't seem
to get beneath the surface.
Nov 15 Mars Enter Second Transit (Aquarius 2nd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/15/16 Leave: End Date)
Instant gratification is one of the temptations to which you're subject now: you want things, and
you want them this instant. This is a practical and materialistic kind of focus, one that emphasizes
the making and spending of money. Learning what really counts is an important lesson that may be
learned the hard way.
Nov 17 Mercury Enter Twelfth Transit (Sagittarius 12th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/17/16 Leave: End Date)
Secrets, conspiracies and the hidden links that unite all things take on greater importance in
your life now. Digging into the past for hints about the present and future uncovers a lot of answers
to the questions that won't go away. "The unexamined life is not worth living."
Nov 18 Mercury Sextile Venus Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 11/17/16 Exact: 11/18/16 Leave: 11/18/16)
You have a clear vision into your own inner sense of values, how you appreciate and love. A
good time to examine and think about what is important and of lasting value.
Nov 18 Mercury Sextile Sun Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 11/17/16 Exact: 11/18/16 Leave: 11/18/16)
You are at your mental best with sharp ideas and clear thoughts. This is an excellent time to
make decisions and take care of mental work.
Nov 19 Venus Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/18/16 Exact: 11/19/16 Leave: 11/20/16)
You feel a love of order and law -- an appreciation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are
valued for the lessons they represent, rather than perceived as obstacles.
Nov 20 Mars Conjunct Venus Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/19/16 Exact: 11/20/16 Leave: 11/22/16)
Your desires are strong and you will want to enjoy yourself. Spending is very possible. There is
a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
Nov 21 Mars Conjunct Sun Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/19/16 Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: 11/22/16)
You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of energy and drive
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available, and you may have an urge to push forward.
Nov 21 Mars Square Saturn Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/19/16 Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: 11/22/16)
Relax. This is not an easy time. Your own drive and emotions are hard set against the way
things are, your particular set of realities. Push on now and you risk breaking something. Be
patient, and let this one blow over.
Nov 21 Saturn Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/12/16 Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: 11/30/16)
Circumstances may block or challenge your path or career. Progress or growth may slow or
seem nonexistent. It could be difficult to make decisions, get a sense of direction, and solve
problems. Another person could stand in your way.
Nov 21 Sun Enter Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 11th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/21/16 Leave: End Date)
You're now embarking on a trek into a land of dreams - not passive daydreams, but vibrant
visions of what may be. The time has come to stop looking at the world as it is and asking why.
Now's the time to imagine the world as it could be, and the question has become: "Why not?" You
also cannot do everything you imagine now, but you cannot do anything you don't KNOW you can
do - so believe, and dare to make it happen! This means expanding your mind, your belief system,
your whole base of knowledge and experience. Time's a wastin' - let no grass grow between your
toes!
Nov 23 Mercury Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/22/16 Exact: 11/23/16 Leave: 11/24/16)
Your thoughts and ideas may not mesh with the plans and methods of someone you meet with
today. You could find yourself saying things against the way they do things. Your ideas may run
counter to some plan of action.
Nov 23 Mercury Sextile MC Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/23/16 Exact: 11/23/16 Leave: 11/24/16)
Good practical job-related thoughts and ideas. The ability to communicate with superiors or
describe what you see.
Nov 25 Mercury Sextile Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 11/24/16 Exact: 11/25/16 Leave: 11/25/16)
Your mind could be quite clear and natural just now. Ideas are flowing and could come with
ease. You can talk, talk, talk.
Nov 26 Sun Conjunct Moon Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 11th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 11/25/16 Exact: 11/26/16 Leave: 11/27/16)
A good day to spend with a loved one. Emotions are up, and you may even find yourself
pondering a bit on the meaning of life. You feel at one with your situation. All in all, a productive
and potentially satisfying day.
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Nov 26 Venus Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/25/16 Exact: 11/26/16 Leave: 11/27/16)
You may find some of your values at odds with your own best interests. You may not
appreciate tradition or someone older in authority.
Nov 27 Saturn Sextile MC Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/19/16 Exact: 11/27/16 Leave: 12/06/16)
A time during which you are at your best in regard to practical matters and work-related affairs.
Events may line up in your favor and push you over the top to new heights. A promotion or
recognition for past accomplishments could be forthcoming.
Nov 28 Mercury Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 12th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/27/16 Exact: 11/28/16 Leave: 11/29/16)
In-depth discussions and probing conversations find you at your mental best. Your analytical
abilities are at a high point.
Nov 29 Venus Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/28/16 Exact: 11/29/16 Leave: 11/29/16)
Someone unexpected may confront you or you may not like their independence or eccentricity.
You may not appreciate their very different perspective or attitude.
Nov 29 Sun Enter Twelfth Transit (Sagittarius 12th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 11/29/16 Leave: End Date)
A time for making amends, making peace with the past, and meditating on things unseen by the
profane. Someone needs caring for. The ultimate answers are unavailable to the strictly secular or
rational approach, because the whole is a lot more than just its parts.
Nov 29 Jupiter Trine Jupiter Transit (Libra-Gemini 9th-6th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/23/16 Exact: 11/29/16 Leave: 12/05/16)
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are
almost tailor-made, and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities abound, and
you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
Nov 29 Mercury Sextile Neptune Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/29/16 Exact: 11/29/16 Leave: 11/30/16)
A time for imagination and creativity when it comes to ideas and thinking. This, coupled with
the ability to put your thoughts into words, allows you to captivate and spellbind. A good book or
movie would be appreciated too.
Nov 30 Sun Sextile Venus Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 11/29/16 Exact: 11/30/16 Leave: 12/01/16)
A very nice day, perhaps filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is beautiful and fine.
A sense of value and valuing that may find you lavishing affection on those near you. You might
feel love or value for an older person.
Nov 30 Sun Sextile Sun Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 11/29/16 Exact: 11/30/16 Leave: 12/01/16)
An easy, calm day that should find everything running in a smooth manner. Ideas and
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interaction with authority figures or older people may be in the fore. Working with -- rather than
against -- the flow should be easy to do.
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December - Monthly Highlights
Dec 04
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/28/16 Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: 12/10/16)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Dec 04
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: End Date)
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
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Report for December
Dec 01
Mars Trine Jupiter Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 2nd-6th)
*** Exact (Enter: 11/30/16 Exact: 12/01/16 Leave: 12/02/16)
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all the
drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open and clear.
Dec 01
Venus Sextile Mars Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 11/30/16 Exact: 12/01/16 Leave: 12/02/16)
You may find yourself looking for a little romance today or at least enjoying some emotional
release. You can appreciate feelings and movement. You may want to just get out and walk or
exercise.
Dec 02
Mercury Conjunct Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 1st-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 12/01/16 Exact: 12/02/16 Leave: 12/03/16)
You should be able to get your ideas across with ease. The makings for a bright and witty day.
Your communication skills are at a high-water mark.
Dec 02
Mercury Enter First Transit (Sagittarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/02/16 Leave: End Date)
A period of great mental activity and heightened communication with others begins now.
Intellectualism, the exchange of ideas, the idea of being smart as a fox: these things have special
appeal and importance.
Dec 02
Mars Trine MC Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/01/16 Exact: 12/02/16 Leave: 12/03/16)
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
Dec 02
Mercury Enter Capricorn Transit (Capricorn 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/02/16 Leave: End Date)
Figuring out how to organize projects and people is apt to become a topic of special interest and a challenge - at a time like this. Opinions are not enough for you now: they must be backed by
authority or evidence, and above all they must have practical worth and application. A period of
intense study and thought.
Dec 03
Venus Square Neptune Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/03/16 Exact: 12/03/16 Leave: 12/04/16)
You prefer the simple, ordinary virtues and don't appreciate any form of other-worldliness or
escapism. Not the best time to read a book or take in a movie.
Dec 04
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 11/28/16 Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: 12/10/16)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
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of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Dec 04
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: End Date)
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
Dec 04
Mars Conjunct Mercury Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/03/16 Exact: 12/04/16 Leave: 12/06/16)
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional energy, you
could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Dec 07
Venus Enter Aquarius Transit (Aquarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/07/16 Leave: End Date)
A love for the unusual, a distaste for stodgy old rules and conventions, a feeling that you're
above the petty bourgeois stuff and nonsense: that's what a new cycle brings into your life now. ("I
love humanity; it's people I can't stand!") Unconventional romantic and social connections are
likely at a time like this.
Dec 08
Sun Opposite Jupiter Transit (Sagittarius-Gemini 12th-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 12/07/16 Exact: 12/08/16 Leave: 12/09/16)
You may find opposition from others today to some plan of action or project of yours. Your
own approach may be frustrated or blocked. Or, you might find yourself struggling with someone
older (an authority) or even with yourself and goals.
Dec 08
Sun Sextile MC Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 12/07/16 Exact: 12/08/16 Leave: 12/09/16)
A very good day for job-related events. You may shine in your particular job or find that
promotion or practical insights come with ease. You could represent or speak for your company or
communicate about your skills.
Dec 09
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
12/08/16 Exact: 12/09/16 Leave: 12/10/16)
**
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Dec 10
Sun Sextile Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 12/09/16 Exact: 12/10/16 Leave: 12/11/16)
New ways to communicate or an easy manner will make conversations and interactions go well
today. You may find yourself more talkative and facile than otherwise. A dialogue with an older
person may take place.
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Dec 10
Mars Square Mars Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/09/16 Exact: 12/10/16 Leave: 12/11/16)
Harsh energy could leave you feeling emotionally blocked and frustrated. Don't try to push too
hard. You are only fighting yourself. Wait this one out.
Dec 11
Venus Sextile Moon Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 1st-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/10/16 Exact: 12/11/16 Leave: 12/12/16)
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
Dec 11
Mars Opposite Pluto Transit (Aquarius-Leo 2nd-8th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/10/16 Exact: 12/11/16 Leave: 12/12/16)
A real power struggle could be in the wind. An emotional person or event challenges your sense
of privacy and inner growth. Someone may get very personal with you.
Dec 11
Venus Enter Second Transit (Aquarius 2nd )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 12/11/16 Leave: End Date)
***
Having and appreciating things of beauty and value plays a bigger role in your life now.
Provided you don't spend it all on the fancy things that catch your eye, this can be a financially
favorable period.
Dec 12
Saturn Sextile Mercury Transit (Sagittarius-Aquarius 12th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 12/04/16 Exact: 12/12/16 Leave: 12/21/16)
Your mind may be very clear now and your thoughts brought to a sharp focus. Easy to organize
your thoughts, and communication of all kinds is furthered. Write that book, take that course. Your
thoughts count now, so use your mind. Communicate.
Dec 13
Mars Trine Neptune Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/12/16 Exact: 12/13/16 Leave: 12/15/16)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less mundane.
A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
Dec 15
Venus Conjunct Venus Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 12/14/16 Exact: 12/15/16 Leave: 12/15/16)
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time just to sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
Dec 15
Venus Conjunct Sun Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 12/14/16 Exact: 12/15/16 Leave: 12/16/16)
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
Dec 15
Venus Square Saturn Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/14/16 Exact: 12/15/16 Leave: 12/16/16)
You may tend to ignore or fail to appreciate the law or what you know to be the truth. Your
values may run counter to established tradition.
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Dec 15
Sun Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 12th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 12/14/16 Exact: 12/15/16 Leave: 12/16/16)
Real insight into your own inner workings or psychology could surface today, and in a
manageable form. You may be in the mood for deep and penetrating conversations or thoughts.
Dec 15
Jupiter Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 12/08/16 Exact: 12/15/16 Leave: 12/23/16)
You find that you can really use your mind to make clear choices and think things through.
Career decisions are straightforward and easy to make. You make your way through ideas,
concepts, and your ability to communicate and express them to others.
Dec 17
Sun Sextile Neptune Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 12/16/16 Exact: 12/17/16 Leave: 12/18/16)
Let yourself dream today. These days don't come too often, so don't ignore this opportunity to
let your imagination loose. Perhaps a good book or movie will take on that more-than-real
dimension. Consider the stars.
Dec 18
Mars Sextile Asc Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 2nd-1st)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/17/16 Exact: 12/18/16 Leave: 12/20/16)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of energy
and come across as assertive and dominant.
Dec 19
Mars Enter Pisces Transit (Pisces 2nd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/19/16 Leave: End Date)
There's a martyr complex in the air, now that this new phase has begun in your life. How can
you (or anyone) save the world? It's a question you'll probably ask yourself as this cycle continues.
Defending the weak, undoing injustice, and tilting at windmills can be a big temptation. You might
even win a few hands - but you'll blister a couple if you're not careful.
Dec 20
Sun Conjunct Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 1st-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 12/19/16 Exact: 12/20/16 Leave: 12/21/16)
A vital day with much energy and lots of action. You may feel very focussed and even a bit
radiant. You could find yourself in the limelight or able to really communicate and get yourself
across to others.
Dec 20
Sun Enter First Transit (Sagittarius 1st )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/20/16 Leave: End Date)
There's a more dynamic and outgoing quality to your life style now. Besting others in the heat
of competition and taking on a leadership role mean more to you now than in the past: second best
isn't good enough!

Dec 21
Sun Enter Capricorn Transit (Capricorn 1st )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 12/21/16 Leave: End Date)
You see what's wrong and you know what to do now: the time has come to make it real, and it's
a lot bigger than any one person. This means cooperation and organization, authority and
discipline, responsibility - and all these things are what it takes to get you where you know you
must go. But take care! If your vision is only for yourself, what you create cannot last: it must be
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for some greater good. Ambition, practicality, and achievement are admirable, but they are means
to an end - not ends in themselves.
Dec 21
Venus Trine Jupiter Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 2nd-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/21/16 Exact: 12/21/16 Leave: 12/22/16)
The good life, and all that is fine and luxurious, may be what you value just now. You could
enjoy making your own way and finding solutions to whatever problems you have.
Dec 22
Venus Trine MC Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/21/16 Exact: 12/22/16 Leave: 12/23/16)
You could be in the limelight, especially with superiors or in relation to your work. You may
find that you enjoy your job or the responsibility it entails more than usual.
Dec 24
Venus Conjunct Mercury Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 12/23/16 Exact: 12/24/16 Leave: 12/25/16)
Perhaps a time to think and study, for you have a real appreciation for ideas and thoughts. You
may find yourself enjoying a long conversation, writing a letter, or making a special phone call.
Dec 24
Jupiter Square Uranus Transit (Libra-Cancer 10th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
12/16/16 Exact: 12/24/16 Leave: 01/02/17)
****
Career choices and direction seem to indicate a loss of freedom and originality on your part.
You may feel stifled and forced to go along if you want to succeed. This could result in a situation
building up to an explosive level. Tread with care.
Dec 25
Mars Square Moon Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 2nd-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/23/16 Exact: 12/25/16 Leave: 12/26/16)
Emotional flare-ups, especially with younger people or those you spend time with are ,possible
right now. You could push too hard and damage your living situation or means of support.
Dec 27
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/26/16 Exact: 12/27/16 Leave: 12/28/16)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Dec 28
Venus Square Mars Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/27/16 Exact: 12/28/16 Leave: 12/29/16)
You may not feel like being very emotional and might tend to ignore any emotional needs that
you might have. Your sense of values may be in conflict with your feelings.
Dec 28
Venus Opposite Pluto Transit (Aquarius-Leo 2nd-8th)
Exact
(Enter:
12/27/16 Exact: 12/28/16 Leave: 12/29/16)
**
You don't appreciate the secretive and overly private approach of someone you encounter. You
may not care to work through their inner goings-on just at the moment.
Dec 30
Sun Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
12/29/16 Exact: 12/30/16 Leave: 12/31/16)
*
Today you will be able to tackle tasks that require real discipline or organization. You find
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yourself in a very practical mood and working with, instead of against, yourself. You may have
some serious or contemplative moments.
Dec 30
Venus Trine Neptune Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 12/29/16 Exact: 12/30/16 Leave: 12/31/16)
You may enjoy a good movie or book or feel like escaping from day-to-day realities for a
while. You can appreciate an imaginative approach and may value communal or futuristic ideas.
Dec 31
Mars Trine Saturn Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 12/29/16 Exact: 12/31/16 Leave: 01/01/17)
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
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Report for January
Jan 02
Venus Sextile Asc Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 2nd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 01/01/17 Exact: 01/02/17 Leave: 01/03/17)
You appear perhaps more charming and refined than usual. Now could be the the time to make
that date, apply for the job, or otherwise make yourself known.
Jan 03
Venus Enter Pisces Transit (Pisces 2nd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/03/17 Leave: End Date)
A martyr complex, a love for the underdog, a search for your soul mate: such are the
experiences associated with the new cycle you're now just beginning. A yen for soul-stirring
romance, a weakness for the weak, and a tendency to idealize people and relationships ... very
aesthetic, very other-worldly.
Jan 04
Mercury Re-Enter Sagittarius Transit (Sagittarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/04/17 Leave: End Date)
A time of expanding your mental horizons is at hand. Religion, philosophy, law, and education
are some of the things that may have special importance for you now. Being in touch with faraway
people and places satisfies an intellectual yearning - curiosity will take you anywhere and maybe
everywhere.
Jan 04
Mercury Re-Enter Twelfth Transit (Sagittarius 12th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/04/17 Leave: End Date)
Secrets, conspiracies and the hidden links that unite all things take on greater importance in
your life now. Digging into the past for hints about the present and future uncovers a lot of answers
to the questions that won't go away. "The unexamined life is not worth living."
Jan 04
Mercury Conjunct Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 12th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 01/03/17 Exact: 01/04/17 Leave: End Date)
You should be able to get your ideas across with ease. The makings for a bright and witty day.
Your communication skills are at a high-water mark.
Jan 05
Mars Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/05/17 Leave: End Date)
A period of great mental activity and energy has begun. You have a lot on your mind and feel a
strong need to communicate and gather ideas. Changes in the neighborhood may get on your
nerves; an excess of mental energy can be distracting. Focus; pay attention!
Jan 07
Sun Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 01/06/17 Exact: 01/07/17 Leave: 01/08/17)
Perhaps a frustrating day regarding practical or job-related activities. You may find yourself
going against authority or making some rather poor business decisions.
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Jan 07
Venus Square Moon Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 2nd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/06/17 Exact: 01/07/17 Leave: 01/08/17)
You may not appreciate your surroundings, or someone younger than you does not measure up.
Your values may be at odds (just for the moment) with those around you.
Jan 10
Sun Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
* Exact (Enter: 01/09/17 Exact: 01/10/17 Leave: 01/11/17)
Someone may oppose you and frustrate your sense of independence today. You may feel
squelched or thwarted in a relationship, be it romantic, a friendship, or job related. New ideas and
insights may be slow to come just now. Someone older may stifle you.
Jan 10
Mars Square Jupiter Transit (Pisces-Gemini 3rd-6th)
*** Exact (Enter: 01/08/17 Exact: 01/10/17 Leave: 01/11/17)
Your emotional drive and sense of things may be at odds with your best interests, the way to
proceed. You could make some bad decisions, be too generous, or squander your resources.
Jan 11
Mercury Conjunct Asc Transit (Sagittarius-Sagittarius 1st-1st)
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/11/17 Leave: 01/13/17)
You should be able to get your ideas across with ease. The makings for a bright and witty day.
Your communication skills are at a high-water mark.
Jan 11
Mercury Enter First Transit (Sagittarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/11/17 Leave: End Date)
A period of great mental activity and heightened communication with others begins now.
Intellectualism, the exchange of ideas, the idea of being smart as a fox: these things have special
appeal and importance.
Jan 11
Venus Trine Saturn Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/10/17 Exact: 01/11/17 Leave: 01/12/17)
You feel a love of order and law -- an appreciation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are
valued for the lessons they represent, rather than perceived as obstacles.
Jan 12
Mercury Enter Capricorn Transit (Capricorn 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/12/17 Leave: End Date)
Figuring out how to organize projects and people is apt to become a topic of special interest and a challenge - at a time like this. Opinions are not enough for you now: they must be backed by
authority or evidence, and above all they must have practical worth and application. A period of
intense study and thought.
Jan 12
Neptune Trine Saturn Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
***** Leave (Enter: Begin Date Exact: Begin Date Leave: 01/12/17)
The problems and responsibilities of life may be seen in a new light, as part of a larger drama
you are living (almost like a dream). You are able to handle difficulties more easily, seeing them as
part of a larger story.
Jan 13
Sun Sextile Mars Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
01/12/17 Exact: 01/13/17 Leave: 01/14/17)
*
A good day to get things done. Good eye-hand coordination and sustained effort make almost
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any task run well. You may feel like exercising or getting out and about. Emotions are very present
but within control.
Jan 14
Pluto Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: 12/15/16 Exact: 01/14/17 Leave: 02/14/17)
Your relationships (partnerships, lovers) are now very intense and ever-so-personal. In fact,
they are capable of transforming you at the most basic level. A time of real inner growth through
other people, the social life. Job and family may suffer.
Jan 15
Mars Trine Uranus Transit (Pisces-Cancer 3rd-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
01/13/17 Exact: 01/15/17 Leave: 01/16/17)
***
You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new ideas,
a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.
Jan 15
Sun Square Neptune Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 01/14/17 Exact: 01/15/17 Leave: 01/16/17)
Perhaps an ultra-mundane day, lacking in imagination or much, if any, escape. It is not likely
that you will lose yourself in a great book or movie. You may feel separated and not a part of
everything around you.
Jan 15
Venus Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/15/17 Leave: End Date)
Saying and writing things with style counts for a lot now, and this tends to bring out the social
butterfly in all of us. Neighbors or brothers and sisters will likely bring all kinds of good
experiences your way.
Jan 19
Venus Square Jupiter Transit (Pisces-Gemini 3rd-6th)
Exact
(Enter:
01/18/17 Exact: 01/19/17 Leave: 01/20/17)
**
Correct choices (the best path for you) may be at odds with your sense of values. You may not
appreciate the easy way or clear-cut option, and may choose instead a more difficult path.
Jan 19
Mars Trine Mars Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 3rd-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
01/18/17 Exact: 01/19/17 Leave: 01/20/17)
***
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of business.
Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Jan 19
Sun Enter Aquarius Transit (Aquarius 1st )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/19/17 Leave: End Date)
This is a time when your path of self-development and expression becomes more and more
unusual - setting you apart from the crowd and from all that is traditional. The new, the futuristic,
the high-tech are the hallmarks of your lifestyle as the cycle gets underway. Ideas and technologies
that change the way people live - not just one person, but many - are a major new focus in your life.
Involvement with ideals and idealistic groups enhances your sense of purpose and mission.
Jan 22
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/21/17 Exact: 01/22/17 Leave: 01/23/17)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
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easy explanations under your keen examination.
Jan 23
Venus Trine Uranus Transit (Pisces-Cancer 3rd-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/22/17 Exact: 01/23/17 Leave: 01/24/17)
Independence, as well as anything unusual or different, is valued. You may enjoy getting away
from routine and doing something completely different for a change.
Jan 24
Sun Sextile Moon Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 1st-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 01/23/17 Exact: 01/24/17 Leave: 01/25/17)
A nice day that should just flow along. In particular, you will do well in activities that include
children, younger people, and your home and surroundings. You could feel real support and
harmony at this time for circumstances and those around you.
Jan 24
Sun Enter Second Transit (Aquarius 2nd )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/24/17 Leave: End Date)
Material things and the whole concept of value take on more importance for you now. Financial
security and enjoying the finer things in life, appreciating and creating things others long to have:
these experiences assume a high priority.
Jan 26
Venus Trine Mars Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 3rd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/25/17 Exact: 01/26/17 Leave: 01/27/17)
You may find yourself looking for a little romance today or at least enjoying some emotional
release. You can appreciate feelings and movement. You may want to just get out and walk or
exercise.
Jan 26
Saturn Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 12th-8th)
**** Exact (Enter: 01/16/17 Exact: 01/26/17 Leave: 02/06/17)
A good time to make some changes and reach new levels. A lot of personal and sensitive
psychological material may be surfacing, but you can handle it and turn it to your advantage. You
may look back on these months as very transformative.
Jan 27
Mars Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
Exact
(Enter:
01/26/17 Exact: 01/27/17 Leave: 01/28/17)
***
You may be under a lot of pressure, at least in the way you appear to others. All is not in
harmony between your emotions and the way you come across.
Jan 27
Mars Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 01/27/17 Leave: End Date)
Fresh challenges and initiatives light your fires now, as a new cycle begins in your life - lots of
energy, a powerful urge to be first or come out on top. Away with the old and on to the new - let no
one and nothing stand between you and your objective! Headstrong impulses and rash courage can
take you far ... sometimes in harm's way, if you're not careful.
Jan 28
Sun Conjunct Venus Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
01/27/17 Exact: 01/28/17 Leave: 01/29/17)
*
Be careful that you don't go on a spending spree, for you may appreciate the beauty and value
of everything you encounter today. You could feel loving and warm to those around you, and you
are appreciative of your own life and self, in general.
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Jan 28
Sun Conjunct Sun Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 01/27/17 Exact: 01/28/17 Leave: 01/29/17)
This is the start of a new year cycle. Why not reserve some time today to celebrate and enjoy
yourself? There could be a window in time that opens now, making insights possible. Take a look.
Also, one of these days is a happy birthday!
Jan 28
Sun Square Saturn Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
01/27/17 Exact: 01/28/17 Leave: 01/29/17)
*
It may be hard to organize or persevere today. Everything may seem to be falling apart and
coming unglued. Don't force things. Be patient and let the chaos blow itself out. Clashes with
authorities or someone older over responsibilities are possible.
Jan 29
Mercury Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/28/17 Exact: 01/29/17 Leave: 01/29/17)
You may not be able to keep your mind on your job or whatever you're doing just now. It could
be hard to make good job-related decisions.
Jan 31
Mercury Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 01/30/17 Exact: 01/31/17 Leave: 02/01/17)
Your thoughts and ideas may seem repressive and limiting to another today. They may find you
old-fashioned or too staid. Or, you could find your own mind somewhat conservative, even boring.
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Report for February
Feb 02
Mercury Sextile Mars Transit (Capricorn-Scorpio 1st-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/01/17 Exact: 02/02/17 Leave: 02/03/17)
Your mind is quick and sharp, and your words are the only weapon you will need today. You
have insight into your emotions and drive, and you can talk about your feelings with great insight
and fluidity.
Feb 02
Venus Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 02/01/17 Exact: 02/02/17 Leave: 02/04/17)
Your manner may not be warm or loving at the moment. Perhaps not the best time to present
yourself to others or take a job interview.
Feb 03
Mars Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/01/17 Exact: 02/03/17 Leave: 02/04/17)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You are very
motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially from younger persons, if you
become too aggressive.
Feb 03
Venus Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/03/17 Leave: End Date)
Romance at the drop of a hat is part and parcel of the cycle you have just begun. Winning the
hearts of others can be a challenge you're eager to accept - and the thrill of the chase might be most
of the fun. Is it the pursuit of happiness - or the happiness of pursuit?
Feb 04
Mercury Square Neptune Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/03/17 Exact: 02/04/17 Leave: 02/05/17)
Not the clearest of times. There is the danger of foggy thinking and of your being misled or
getting too carried away with some plan or idea. A lot of mental pressure.
Feb 04
Sun Trine Jupiter Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 2nd-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/04/17 Exact: 02/04/17 Leave: 02/05/17)
A very lucky day for making plans or decisions and finding your way through just about any
problem you may discover. You feel successful and able to cope. Good advice from a guide or
older person may be forthcoming. A good day.
Feb 05
Sun Trine MC Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/04/17 Exact: 02/05/17 Leave: 02/06/17)
A very good day for job-related events. You may shine in your particular job or find that
promotion or practical insights come with ease. You could represent or speak for your company or
communicate about your skills.
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Feb 07
Mercury Enter Aquarius Transit (Aquarius 1st )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/07/17 Leave: End Date)
The tried and true doesn't cut it anymore: it's the new, the unique, and the original that catches
and holds your interest now. Idealism, rationality, and critical thinking become more and more a
part of your mental patterns and the way you communicate. You are inventive, original, high tech.
Feb 07
Sun Conjunct Mercury Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
02/06/17 Exact: 02/07/17 Leave: 02/08/17)
*
A day for thinking and ideas. You may feel like talking a bit more than usual, exploring new
ideas or getting happily lost in a conversation. There will be an urge to communicate. Also, perhaps
a short trip or a special phone call is in order.
Feb 08
Mars Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/07/17 Exact: 02/08/17 Leave: 02/10/17)
Your desires are strong, and you will want to enjoy yourself. Romance is very possible. There
is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
Feb 09
Mars Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/07/17 Exact: 02/09/17 Leave: 02/10/17)
You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of energy and drive
available.
Feb 09
Venus Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/08/17 Exact: 02/09/17 Leave: 02/11/17)
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
Feb 10
Mercury Sextile Moon Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 1st-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/09/17 Exact: 02/10/17 Leave: 02/10/17)
You have a natural sense for communicating with others, especially those younger than
yourself. Clear thoughts about the past may also be flowing in today.
Feb 10
Mercury Enter Second Transit (Aquarius 2nd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/10/17 Leave: End Date)
Financial savvy and a practical turn of mind are qualities that take on greater importance in
your life now. A wheeler-dealer...a knack for knowing how to put people, ideas, and things together
profitably. Playing the role of a facilitator can be rewarding.
Feb 11
Sun Square Mars Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/10/17 Exact: 02/11/17 Leave: 02/12/17)
Frustration, especially in getting things accomplished, may set today's mood. You could fly off
the handle with very little provocation, so exercise some control and be ready for a possible
emotional overload.
Feb 12
Sun Opposite Pluto Transit (Aquarius-Leo 2nd-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/11/17 Exact: 02/12/17 Leave: 02/13/17)
Your own inner need for change and growth may be threatened by someone older or by
circumstances. There could be some underhanded or devious goings-on behind the scenes as well.
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Tension of a psychological or political nature may be present.
Feb 12
Mercury Conjunct Venus Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 02/12/17 Exact: 02/12/17 Leave: 02/13/17)
Its easy to see what you value and care about. Your sense of appreciation is sharpened and in
high focus. A good day to select those new house furnishings or to appraise your holdings.
Feb 13
Mercury Conjunct Sun Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 02/12/17 Exact: 02/13/17 Leave: 02/13/17)
You find yourself talkative and quick-witted today. Ideas are clear and easy to come by. This
could be a good time for thinking over your own affairs. You may have a conversation with an
older person or someone in authority.
Feb 13
Mercury Square Saturn Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/12/17 Exact: 02/13/17 Leave: 02/13/17)
You may feel mentally depressed or restricted. Perhaps this is not the time to try to solve any
serious problems or make important decisions. It could be hard to think.
Feb 14
Sun Trine Neptune Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
02/13/17 Exact: 02/14/17 Leave: 02/15/17)
*
Let yourself dream today. These days don't come too often, so don't ignore this opportunity to
let your imagination loose. Perhaps a good book or movie will take on that more-than-real
dimension. Consider the stars.
Feb 16
Venus Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 02/14/17 Exact: 02/16/17 Leave: 02/18/17)
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time to just sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
Feb 16
Venus Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 02/15/17 Exact: 02/16/17 Leave: 02/19/17)
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
Feb 17
Mercury Trine Jupiter Transit (Aquarius-Gemini 2nd-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/17/17 Exact: 02/17/17 Leave: 02/18/17)
A clear-minded insight into your own plans and methods is available to you. A very good time
to communicate your goals and put them into words. A good time for decisions.
Feb 17
Sun Sextile Asc Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 2nd-1st)
Exact
(Enter:
02/16/17 Exact: 02/17/17 Leave: 02/18/17)
*
You may appear very at ease and loose today. Everything seems to be working together, and
you may find yourself expressive and able to communicate well.
Feb 18
Sun Enter Pisces Transit (Pisces 2nd )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 02/18/17 Leave: End Date)
**
The mystic, the martyr, the sinner, and the saint: these archetypes take on greater importance in
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your life at a time like this. Forgiveness, compassion, and understanding come naturally, when you
look at life from an eternal perspective - and if anyone ever does know such things, you'll probably
come to understand them as this cycle unfolds. This can be a phase of sublime spiritual
development, to be sure. But you should be aware of tendencies to believe too quickly, too deeply,
or to become dependent on things or people that seem to offer quick and easy answers to life's
deepest yearnings.
Feb 18
Mercury Trine MC Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
02/17/17 Exact: 02/18/17 Leave: 02/18/17)
**
Good practical job-related thoughts and ideas. The ability to communicate with superiors or
describe what you see.
Feb 18
Saturn Sextile Neptune Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
02/05/17 Exact: 02/18/17 Leave: 03/07/17)
****
Circumstances should work together to help bring out your ideals, make it easier to make your
dreams real. You may find yourself examining and testing ideals, separating the wheat from the
chaff. All in all, a good time to project your image.
Feb 19
Mercury Conjunct Mercury Transit (Aquarius-Aquarius 2nd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 02/18/17 Exact: 02/19/17 Leave: 02/19/17)
You are just plain witty now, and the ideas roll off your tongue. A real time for communicate -by phone, by letter or in person. The mind is clear.
Feb 19
Mars Sextile Jupiter Transit (Aries-Gemini 3rd-6th)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/18/17 Exact: 02/19/17 Leave: 02/20/17)
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all the
drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open and clear.
Feb 20
Mars Enter Fourth Transit (Aries 4th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 02/20/17 Leave: End Date)
Family and security are things that rattle your chain more than ever now. These are areas where
you make beginnings and bold moves, things you're willing to fight for... things it pays to be
careful about.
Feb 20
Mars Opposite MC Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
02/19/17 Exact: 02/20/17 Leave: 02/21/17)
***
Your home and family life may be challenged by someone in authority. This could be
job-related. There may be a Mexican standoff.
Feb 21
Mercury Square Mars Transit (Aquarius-Scorpio 2nd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/21/17 Exact: 02/21/17 Leave: 02/22/17)
Your mind is very sharp now, with the result that you may be a bit irritable or say too much.
Quick-witted you are, but this could also result in arguments and hard words.
Feb 22
Mercury Opposite Pluto Transit (Aquarius-Leo 2nd-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/21/17 Exact: 02/22/17 Leave: 02/22/17)
You may find someone you meet today is too secretive and underhanded for your taste. Your
thoughts and ideas go against their secretive, power-oriented manner, and you are not afraid to tell
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them so.
Feb 22
Sun Square Moon Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 2nd-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/21/17 Exact: 02/22/17 Leave: 02/23/17)
You may have a sense of circumstances working against you or feel a lack of support and love
from those around you. You could clash with younger people or old habits. Your support system
(environment) may feel stressed.
Feb 22
Mars Sextile Mercury Transit (Aries-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/21/17 Exact: 02/22/17 Leave: 02/24/17)
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional energy, you
could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
Feb 23
Mercury Trine Neptune Transit (Aquarius-Libra 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/22/17 Exact: 02/23/17 Leave: 02/23/17)
A time for imagination and creativity when it comes to ideas and thinking. This, coupled with
the ability to put your thoughts into words, allows you to captivate and spellbind. A good book or
movie would be appreciated too.
Feb 24
Mars Square Uranus Transit (Aries-Cancer 4th-7th)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/23/17 Exact: 02/24/17 Leave: 02/25/17)
Don't take chances or risks just now. Be satisfied with the ordinary and usual. Novel ideas or
insights could be more damaging than useful. Hectic emotional energy.
Feb 25
Mercury Sextile Asc Transit (Aquarius-Sagittarius 2nd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 02/24/17 Exact: 02/25/17 Leave: 02/26/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
Feb 25
Mercury Enter Pisces Transit (Pisces 2nd )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 02/25/17 Leave: End Date)
***
Knowing things without knowing how you know them is typical at a time like this. The
mystical, the universal, the eternal: these are the things that stir your curiosity. Call it psychic, call
it deja vu ... it can be there when you call on it, whatever you call it. (Remembering the little things
might become more difficult, however: it's tough to remember if you paid the electric bill when
you're more interested in the eternal verities.)
Feb 27
Sun Trine Saturn Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 02/26/17 Exact: 02/27/17 Leave: 02/28/17)
Today you will be able to tackle tasks that require real discipline or organization. You find
yourself in a very practical mood and working with, instead of against, yourself. You may have
some serious or contemplative moments.
Feb 28
Mercury Square Moon Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 2nd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 02/27/17 Exact: 02/28/17 Leave: 02/28/17)
You may find that your ideas and thoughts run counter to what is going on around you,
resulting in a lack of support or respect for what you think. There could be arguments, especially
with younger persons.
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Report for March
Mar 01
Mars Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
*** Exact (Enter: 02/28/17 Exact: 03/01/17 Leave: 03/03/17)
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating, even oppressive, to yourself and
others.
Mar 02
Mercury Trine Saturn Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 2nd-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/02/17 Exact: 03/02/17 Leave: 03/03/17)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Mar 03
Sun Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/03/17 Leave: End Date)
Gathering and exchanging information becomes a more important part of your life... a very
educational experience. Neighbors or siblings have a big impact on your goals and make a big
impression. A mentally and socially active period.
Mar 04
Mars Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 03/02/17 Exact: 03/04/17 Leave: 03/05/17)
Emotions, perhaps coming from another person or event, oppose your life dreams and stifle any
imagination you may have. This can result in an emotional confrontation.
Mar 04
Mercury Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/04/17 Leave: End Date)
The exchange of ideas becomes a focal point in your life now. Learning, knowing a little about
a lot of things, staying in touch and on top of the latest developments: these things satisfy a need for
mental stimulation. Neighbors and brothers or sisters may play a role in this; young people figure
more prominently in your life.
Mar 06
Mercury Square Jupiter Transit (Pisces-Gemini 3rd-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/06/17 Exact: 03/06/17 Leave: 03/07/17)
You could find yourself mentally acute and in a problem-solving mood. However, there is a
real possibility that the decisions you make today and the solutions you find may have to be
re-done tomorrow.
Mar 06
Sun Square Jupiter Transit (Pisces-Gemini 3rd-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 03/05/17 Exact: 03/06/17 Leave: 03/07/17)
Not a great day to make plans or decisions. It could be hard to figure out the right move. You
may feel frustrated as to where you are headed in life just now. Someone older or in authority may
disapprove of your actions or decisions.
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Mar 08
Mercury Trine Uranus Transit (Pisces-Cancer 3rd-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/08/17 Exact: 03/08/17 Leave: 03/09/17)
Quick answers, great wit, and a surplus of insights and solutions are at the ready. A good time
to write and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible.
Mar 09
Mars Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
*** Exact (Enter: 03/07/17 Exact: 03/09/17 Leave: 03/10/17)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of energy
and come across as assertive and dominant.
Mar 09
Mars Enter Taurus Transit (Taurus 4th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/09/17 Leave: End Date)
Making the most of what you've got, striving for security and stability: that's the impulse that
stirs in you as a new cycle begins in your life. New frontiers? That's kid's stuff for you now! What
you want is to build something that will last: a pyramid, a Great Wall - you know, that sort of thing.
Steady, patient, solid: that's your style now.
Mar 10
Mercury Trine Mars Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 3rd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/09/17 Exact: 03/10/17 Leave: 03/10/17)
Your mind is quick and sharp, and your words are the only weapon you will need today. You
have insight into your emotions and drive, and you can talk about your feelings with great insight
and fluidity.
Mar 10
Sun Trine Uranus Transit (Pisces-Cancer 3rd-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
03/09/17 Exact: 03/10/17 Leave: 03/11/17)
*
Take a little trip, or get outside today. You may want to break that routine and try something
new or different right now. You may discover insights into day-to-day problems that will be of
great value later.
Mar 13
Mercury Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 03/12/17 Exact: 03/13/17 Leave: 03/13/17)
You may have some difficulty speaking or getting your ideas and thoughts across to others.
You might say the wrong thing.
Mar 13
Mercury Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/13/17 Leave: End Date)
New ideas and an independent or pioneering mental orientation take on more importance in
your life at this time. Teaching, learning, communicating, and social contact have a way of
outlining new directions in your life now, and there is much activity and involvement with these
kinds of issues.
Mar 13
Sun Trine Mars Transit (Pisces-Scorpio 3rd-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 03/12/17 Exact: 03/13/17 Leave: 03/14/17)
A good day to get things done. Good eye-hand coordination and sustained effort make almost
any task run well. You may feel like exercising or getting out and about. Emotions are very present
but within control.
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Mar 15
Mercury Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/15/17 Exact: 03/15/17 Leave: 03/16/17)
You have a natural sense for communicating with others, especially those younger than
yourself. Clear thoughts about the past may also be flowing in today.
Mar 18
Mercury Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 03/17/17 Exact: 03/18/17 Leave: 03/18/17)
You have a clear vision into your own inner sense of values, how you appreciate and love. A
good time to examine and think about what is important and of lasting value.
Mar 18
Mercury Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 03/17/17 Exact: 03/18/17 Leave: 03/18/17)
You are at your mental best with sharp ideas and clear thoughts. This is an excellent time to
make decisions and take care of mental work.
Mar 18
Venus Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
03/16/17 Exact: 03/18/17 Leave: 03/20/17)
**
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
Mar 18
Venus Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
03/16/17 Exact: 03/18/17 Leave: 03/20/17)
**
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time to just sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
Mar 19
Sun Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 03/18/17 Exact: 03/19/17 Leave: 03/20/17)
You may lack any real sense of yourself today, or be unable to communicate or convey your
ideas. You tend to feel that your personality lacks any vitality. An authority figure could be hard to
connect with now.
Mar 20
Sun Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/20/17 Leave: End Date)
A new sense of self, a more assertive personal style, a more dynamic approach to life: these are
the hallmarks of the cycle that begins for you now. Doubts fade into the background, and reserve is
more and more a thing of the past. It's time for action; your destiny is in your hands, rather than set
apart. Full speed ahead ("and damn the torpedoes") is your motto now, for better or for worse!
Mar 22
Jupiter Square Uranus Transit (Libra-Cancer 10th-7th)
**** Exact (Enter: 03/12/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/30/17)
Career choices and direction seem to indicate a loss of freedom and originality on your part.
You may feel stifled and forced to go along if you want to succeed. This could result in a situation
building up to an explosive level. Tread with care.
Mar 22
Mars Square Venus Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
03/20/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/23/17)
***
You may feel emotionally frustrated. Your feelings are going against much of what you value,
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so make way for possible difficulty. Your enjoyment of life may be temporarily blocked.
Mar 22
Mars Square Sun Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 03/20/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/23/17)
Emotions may flare up or arguments occur that work against your own best interests. Be
prepared, and walk softly.
Mar 22
Mercury Sextile Jupiter Transit (Aries-Gemini 3rd-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/21/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/22/17)
A clear-minded insight into your own plans and methods is available to you. A very good time
to communicate your goals and put them into words. A good time for decisions.
Mar 22
Mars Opposite Saturn Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 4th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 03/20/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/23/17)
The status quo may meet with some opposition. Someone's emotional state may block your own
interests. Belligerence and opposition can be anticipated.
Mar 22
Mercury Enter Fourth Transit (Aries 4th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: End Date)
You're entering into a cycle of mental development that emphasizes the past and your roots in
life. Curiosity about such things leads to study and research. Real estate and/or home and family
planning take on greater importance for you. A time of nostalgia, of thinking about security and
permanence.
Mar 22
Mercury Opposite MC Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/22/17 Exact: 03/22/17 Leave: 03/23/17)
Communication, particularly with superiors or authority figures, could prove troublesome. You
may not think like they do or may find that your thoughts even run opposite to theirs. Your
thoughts may be more on home and family.
Mar 23
Mercury Sextile Mercury Transit (Aries-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 03/23/17 Exact: 03/23/17 Leave: 03/24/17)
Your mind could be quite clear and natural just now. Ideas are flowing and could come with
ease. You can talk, talk, talk.
Mar 24
Mercury Square Uranus Transit (Aries-Cancer 4th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/23/17 Exact: 03/24/17 Leave: 03/25/17)
Your mind is set on hair trigger just now and this could result in some hasty decisions, if not a
few explosions. There may be a lot of tense energy and unusual thoughts. You could find yourself
changing your mind again and again.
Mar 24
Sun Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 03/23/17 Exact: 03/24/17 Leave: 03/25/17)
A nice day that should just flow along. In particular, you will do well in activities that include
children, younger people, and your home and surroundings. You could feel real support and
harmony at this time for circumstances and those around you.
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Mar 25
Venus Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/24/17 Exact: 03/25/17 Leave: 03/27/17)
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
Mar 26
Mercury Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/26/17 Exact: 03/26/17 Leave: 03/27/17)
In-depth discussions and probing conversations find you at your mental best. Your analytical
abilities are at a high point.
Mar 28
Mercury Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 03/27/17 Exact: 03/28/17 Leave: 03/28/17)
Someone you meet today may seem unrealistic and foggy-minded to you. In return, the person
may find you lacking in sensitivity and imagination. You could find yourself the odd-man-out.
Mar 29
Sun Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
03/28/17 Exact: 03/29/17 Leave: 03/30/17)
*
A very nice day, perhaps filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is beautiful and fine.
A sense of value and valuing that may find you lavishing affection on those near you. You might
feel love or value for an older person.
Mar 29
Sun Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 03/28/17 Exact: 03/29/17 Leave: 03/30/17)
An easy, calm day that should find everything running in a smooth manner. Ideas and
interaction with authority figures or older people may be in the fore. Working with -- rather than
against -- the flow should be easy to do.
Mar 30
Mars Enter Fifth Transit (Taurus 5th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 03/30/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a creative and competitive phase now, one in which you want to be admired
and appreciated for what you do and who you are. A lover or child becomes a focal point in your
life. Romance and such creative pursuits as hobbies are an outlet for much of your energy.
Mar 31
Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 03/30/17 Exact: 03/31/17 Leave: 04/01/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
Mar 31
Mercury Enter Taurus Transit (Taurus 4th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 03/31/17 Leave: End Date)
***
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it" - that's the key to the way you think at a time like this. Practical,
utilitarian ideas are the ones that make the most sense now - putting them to good use is a focus for
you. Material things are foremost on your mind in many respects: an emphasis on the real rather
than the ideal.
Mar 31
Jupiter Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 03/23/17 Exact: 03/31/17 Leave: 04/08/17)
You find that you can really use your mind to make clear choices and think things through.
Career decisions are straightforward and easy to make. You make your way through ideas,
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concepts, and your ability to communicate and express them to others.
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April - Monthly Highlights
Apr 02 Pluto Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
***** Enter (Enter: 04/02/17 Exact: End Date Leave: 05/08/17)
A time of legitimate tension when your need for security and privacy is challenged by all that is
rebellious and unconventional within you. A need for deep self-examination cuts into any sense of
freedom and independence you may have.
Apr 14 Jupiter Re-Enter Ninth Transit (Libra 9th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: End Date)
Travel and mental development at high levels are major themes in your life now. This is a time
to broaden your horizons both intellectually and spiritually. Education, publishing, broadcasting,
legal and political interests, and advertising offer opportunities, if you are on the lookout for them.
Apr 14 Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 9th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 04/06/17 Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: 04/22/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Apr 16 Neptune Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/16/17 Leave: End Date)
"Don't confuse me with the facts" is your motto now, as you tend to lose sight of the details in
favor of seeing the underlying connections that link them together. This can make the way you
think and communicate very inspired and inspiring, but it can also lead to confused
decision-making and difficulties in making yourself understood by others.
Apr 17 Moon Enter Aries Secondary Progression (Aries 3rd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/17/17 Leave: End Date)
You're entering a phase of emotional directness and impulsiveness now, one marked by forceful
and powerful feelings. Emotional beginnings, a fresh start, perhaps the establishment of new habit
patterns - make sure they're good ones, because they'll set the tone for you for quite some time to
come!
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Report for April
Apr 02 Pluto Opposite Uranus Transit (Capricorn-Cancer 1st-7th)
***** Enter (Enter: 04/02/17 Exact: End Date Leave: 05/08/17)
A time of legitimate tension when your need for security and privacy is challenged by all that is
rebellious and unconventional within you. A need for deep self-examination cuts into any sense of
freedom and independence you may have.
Apr 02 Venus Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/02/17 Leave: End Date)
Romance at the drop of a hat is part and parcel of the cycle you have just begun. Winning the
hearts of others can be a challenge you're eager to accept - and the thrill of the chase might be most
of the fun. Is it the pursuit of happiness - or the happiness of pursuit?
Apr 03 Venus Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 04/01/17 Exact: 04/03/17 Leave: 04/05/17)
Your manner may not be warm or loving at the moment. Perhaps not the best time to present
yourself to others or take a job interview.
Apr 05 Mars Square Mercury Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 5th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 04/04/17 Exact: 04/05/17 Leave: 04/07/17)
Excessive emotional energy could produce flare-ups, harsh words, and arguments. Your mind is
very sharp (on hair trigger) during this time and can cause as much harm as good.
Apr 05 Sun Sextile Jupiter Transit (Aries-Gemini 3rd-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/04/17 Exact: 04/05/17 Leave: 04/07/17)
A very lucky day for making plans or decisions and finding your way through just about any
problem you may discover. You feel successful and able to cope. Good advice from a guide or
older person may be forthcoming. A good day.
Apr 06 Sun Enter Fourth Transit (Aries 4th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/06/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a period of greater than usual emphasis on emotional security, which is
likely to manifest as putting down roots somehow. Home and family matters can play a big part in
this: relatives take on greater importance than ever before. Real estate plays a bigger part in your
life goals.
Apr 06 Sun Opposite MC Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/05/17 Exact: 04/06/17 Leave: 04/07/17)
You could experience challenge or even downright opposition when it comes to matters of your
job or practical skills. Someone may challenge or question your authority. You may find yourself
oriented more to the family and home at this point.
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Apr 07 Mars Sextile Uranus Transit (Taurus-Cancer 5th-7th)
*** Exact (Enter: 04/05/17 Exact: 04/07/17 Leave: 04/08/17)
You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new ideas,
a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.
Apr 08 Sun Sextile Mercury Transit (Aries-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 04/07/17 Exact: 04/08/17 Leave: 04/09/17)
New ways to communicate or an easy manner will make conversations and interactions go well
today. You may find yourself more talkative and facile than otherwise. A dialogue with an older
person may take place.
Apr 08 Uranus Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
***** Exact (Enter: 03/21/17 Exact: 04/08/17 Leave: 04/26/17)
A time of sudden insights (maybe jolts) into some of the most sensitive and vulnerable areas of
your inner self and psychology. Breakthroughs regarding inner growth and transformation. A time
during which you reach new levels in understanding life and death.
Apr 09 Moon Square Asc Secondary Progression (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
*** Exact (Enter: 03/16/17 Exact: 04/09/17 Leave: 05/03/17)
Feeling dissatisfied with the status quo comes naturally now - especially where home and
family matters are concerned. There are changes in these areas of your life: adjustments need to be
made or else there will be friction and discord. A change of residence could well be a part of this.
Apr 09 Sun Square Uranus Transit (Aries-Cancer 4th-7th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/08/17 Exact: 04/09/17 Leave: 04/10/17)
A tough day to solve problems or to look for insights and solutions. You may feel that your
originality and independence are stifled or just not available to you. Someone older may tend to
stifle your freedom.
Apr 11 Mars Opposite Mars Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 5th-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 04/10/17 Exact: 04/11/17 Leave: 04/13/17)
You could have an emotional eruption with someone, an old-fashioned standoff. Tempers may
be hot, as push comes to shove. Self-control might be in order.
Apr 12 Mars Square Pluto Transit (Taurus-Leo 5th-8th)
*** Exact (Enter: 04/11/17 Exact: 04/12/17 Leave: 04/14/17)
Intense emotional drama is available if that is what you need. Your emotions are not in tune
with the more sensitive and private areas of your life. Push on now and you risk some very
turbulent emotional scenes.
Apr 13 Sun Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/12/17 Exact: 04/13/17 Leave: 04/14/17)
Real insight into your own inner workings or psychology could surface today, and in a
manageable form. You may be in the mood for deep and penetrating conversations or thoughts.
Apr 14 Jupiter Re-Enter Ninth Transit (Libra 9th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: End Date)
Travel and mental development at high levels are major themes in your life now. This is a time
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to broaden your horizons both intellectually and spiritually. Education, publishing, broadcasting,
legal and political interests, and advertising offer opportunities, if you are on the lookout for them.
Apr 14 Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 9th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 04/06/17 Exact: 04/14/17 Leave: 04/22/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Apr 15 Sun Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/14/17 Exact: 04/15/17 Leave: 04/16/17)
Others may oppose or challenge your own life dreams and imagination. You may find yourself
going head-to-head with someone older over matters of honesty and integrity. You could fear being
deceived or misled, or you could question the motives of authorities.
Apr 16 Neptune Enter Third Transit (Pisces 3rd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/16/17 Leave: End Date)
"Don't confuse me with the facts" is your motto now, as you tend to lose sight of the details in
favor of seeing the underlying connections that link them together. This can make the way you
think and communicate very inspired and inspiring, but it can also lead to confused
decision-making and difficulties in making yourself understood by others.
Apr 17 Moon Enter Aries Secondary Progression (Aries 3rd )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/17/17 Leave: End Date)
You're entering a phase of emotional directness and impulsiveness now, one marked by forceful
and powerful feelings. Emotional beginnings, a fresh start, perhaps the establishment of new habit
patterns - make sure they're good ones, because they'll set the tone for you for quite some time to
come!
Apr 19 Sun Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 04/18/17 Exact: 04/19/17 Leave: 04/20/17)
You may appear very at ease and loose today. Everything seems to be working together, and
you may find yourself expressive and able to communicate well.
Apr 19 Sun Enter Taurus Transit (Taurus 4th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/19/17 Leave: End Date)
The cycle now dawning in your life emphasizes stability, substance, practicality, and the
concept of value - value in the material as well as psychospiritual sense. This marks a time of
building to last, of appreciating the substantial rather than ephemeral. Consolidating past gains
rather than focusing on radical new departures is likely to be a major theme for you during this
cycle. Appreciating the finer things of life is another hallmark of this phase, which marks a time
when you should be concentrating on "smelling the roses" rather than passing them by in such a
hurry.
Apr 20 Jupiter Trine Jupiter Transit (Libra-Gemini 9th-6th)
**** Exact (Enter: 04/12/17 Exact: 04/20/17 Leave: 04/28/17)
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are
almost tailor-made, and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities abound, and
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you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
Apr 20 Mercury Re-Enter Aries Transit (Aries 4th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/20/17 Leave: End Date)
New ideas and an independent or pioneering mental orientation take on more importance in
your life at this time. Teaching, learning, communicating, and social contact have a way of
outlining new directions in your life now, and there is much activity and involvement with these
kinds of issues.
Apr 20 Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 04/19/17 Exact: 04/20/17 Leave: 04/22/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
Apr 21 Mars Enter Gemini Transit (Gemini 5th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/21/17 Leave: End Date)
Learning, communicating, the exchange of ideas: these are the experiences you crave as a
means to make your mark now, as a new phase begins in your life. You're a person with something
to say, and you realize that others have information that is essential to your goals. A time of much
mental energy and initiative ... perhaps with an element of conflict tossed in for good measure.
Apr 26 Mercury Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 04/24/17 Exact: 04/26/17 Leave: 04/28/17)
Someone you meet today may seem unrealistic and foggy-minded to you. In return, the person
may find you lacking in sensitivity and imagination. You could find yourself the odd-man-out.
Apr 27 Venus Square Asc Transit (Pisces-Sagittarius 3rd-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 04/24/17 Exact: 04/27/17 Leave: 04/29/17)
Your manner may not be warm or loving at the moment. Perhaps not the best time to present
yourself to others or take a job interview.
Apr 27 Mars Opposite Moon Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 5th-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 04/26/17 Exact: 04/27/17 Leave: 04/29/17)
You may have an emotional confrontation with someone younger than you. Your feelings, or
the feelings of someone who supports you, may be hurt.
Apr 28 Venus Enter Aries Transit (Aries 3rd )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 04/28/17 Leave: End Date)
Romance at the drop of a hat is part and parcel of the cycle you have just begun. Winning the
hearts of others can be a challenge you're eager to accept - and the thrill of the chase might be most
of the fun. Is it the pursuit of happiness - or the happiness of pursuit?
Apr 28 Mercury Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
** Enter (Enter: 04/28/17 Exact: End Date Leave: 05/08/17)
In-depth discussions and probing conversations find you at your mental best. Your analytical
abilities are at a high point.
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Apr 28 Sun Square Venus Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 04/27/17 Exact: 04/28/17 Leave: 04/29/17)
Don't pick out that new car today, because your sense of value may be stressed. You may be
unable to appreciate or value people and things now. Your tastes may offend someone older or in
authority.
Apr 28 Sun Square Sun Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 04/27/17 Exact: 04/28/17 Leave: 04/29/17)
You may find it very easy to overdo or work at cross purposes to yourself just now. This can
result in a frustrating and stressful day. There is a sense of testing the limits.
Apr 28 Sun Opposite Saturn Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 4th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 04/27/17 Exact: 04/28/17 Leave: 04/29/17)
Obstacles to self-discipline or to your sense of organization may appear. You could be
frustrated by someone in this regard, or external events might pile up and be thrust upon you.
Authorities and red tape may stand between you and your goals.
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May - Monthly Highlights
May 12
Uranus Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: 04/24/17 Exact: 05/12/17 Leave: 06/02/17)
A time of independence when you may try new and different things that don't necessarily go
with your established ideals and image of yourself. You could rebel against sentimentality, too
much dreaming, and any "pie in the sky" you bought in the past.
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Report for May
May 02
Mars Enter Sixth Transit (Gemini 6th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/02/17 Leave: End Date)
A period when you take your work more seriously than usual has just begun. A lot of energy
goes into getting things scheduled and organized. The nail that sticks up gets hammered down.
May 04
Mars Trine Venus Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 05/02/17 Exact: 05/04/17 Leave: 05/05/17)
Your desires are strong, and you will want to enjoy yourself. Romance is very possible. There
is a basic drive to appreciate and taste life.
May 04
Mars Trine Sun Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 05/02/17 Exact: 05/04/17 Leave: 05/05/17)
You may be especially dynamic and assertive just now. There is a lot of energy and drive
available.
May 04
Sun Enter Fifth Transit (Taurus 5th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/04/17 Leave: End Date)
An outgoing and very expressive cycle of experience has begun for you. Now more than ever,
you want to be admired and appreciated by others, to do and create things that stir their hearts. This
is child's play; this is romance; this is taking a chance.
May 06
Venus Trine Moon Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/04/17 Exact: 05/06/17 Leave: 05/08/17)
**
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
May 09
Sun Square Mercury Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 5th-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
05/08/17 Exact: 05/09/17 Leave: 05/10/17)
*
Don't be surprised if you are not in top mental gear today. You could find yourself struggling to
communicate or being easily misunderstood. Hard words are possible with an authority figure or an
older person.
May 10
Mercury Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/07/17 Exact: 05/10/17 Leave: 05/11/17)
Someone you meet today may seem unrealistic and foggy-minded to you. In return, the person
may find you lacking in sensitivity and imagination. You could find yourself the odd-man-out.
May 10
Sun Sextile Uranus Transit (Taurus-Cancer 5th-7th)
* Exact (Enter: 05/09/17 Exact: 05/10/17 Leave: 05/11/17)
Take a little trip, or get outside today. You may want to break that routine and try something
new or different right now. You may discover insights into day-to-day problems that will be of
great value later.
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May 12
Uranus Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: 04/24/17 Exact: 05/12/17 Leave: 06/02/17)
A time of independence when you may try new and different things that don't necessarily go
with your established ideals and image of yourself. You could rebel against sentimentality, too
much dreaming, and any "pie in the sky" you bought in the past.
May 12
Venus Sextile Venus Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
05/11/17 Exact: 05/12/17 Leave: 05/14/17)
**
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time to just sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
May 13
Venus Sextile Sun Transit (Aries-Aquarius 3rd-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 05/11/17 Exact: 05/13/17 Leave: 05/14/17)
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
May 13
Sun Opposite Mars Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 5th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 05/12/17 Exact: 05/13/17 Leave: 05/14/17)
You may find yourself at odds with someone today, in particular at the gut or emotional level.
Feelings could run strong, and this may require presence of mind and real patience in order to avoid
a flare-up.
May 14
Sun Square Pluto Transit (Taurus-Leo 5th-8th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/13/17 Exact: 05/14/17 Leave: 05/15/17)
*
A very superficial day. It may not be possible for you to penetrate to anything remotely
meaningful or moving. Perhaps a sense of the artificial, the repetitive, the senseless. You can't seem
to get beneath the surface.
May 15
Mars Conjunct Jupiter Transit (Gemini-Gemini 6th-6th)
*** Exact (Enter: 05/14/17 Exact: 05/15/17 Leave: 05/16/17)
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all the
drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open and clear.
May 15
Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 05/14/17 Exact: 05/15/17 Leave: 05/16/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
May 15
Mercury Enter Taurus Transit (Taurus 4th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/15/17 Leave: End Date)
"If it ain't broke, don't fix it" - that's the key to the way you think at a time like this. Practical,
utilitarian ideas are the ones that make the most sense now - putting them to good use is a focus for
you. Material things are foremost on your mind in many respects: an emphasis on the real rather
than the ideal.
May 16
Mars Trine MC Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/15/17 Exact: 05/16/17 Leave: 05/18/17)
***
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
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commanding and assertive.
May 18
Mars Sextile Neptune Secondary Progression (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/18/17 Leave: End Date)
Trust your instincts now. Go with the flow: your first hunch tends to be your best. Artistic talent
and interests are likely to be in a high cycle. An interest in all things esoteric, mystical, and
metaphysical.
May 19
Mars Trine Mercury Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 05/17/17 Exact: 05/19/17 Leave: 05/20/17)
You may be very forceful in what you say and think. With all of this emotional energy, you
could speak or communicate very well. You have mental drive.
May 20
Sun Enter Gemini Transit (Gemini 5th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/20/17 Leave: End Date)
The cycle which begins for you now will be marked by a more intense focus on mental and
communicative activity than you may ever have experienced before. It's a time of more
involvement with other people, a time for gathering information, and a time when you're apt to be
more on the go than ever. There is likely to be an emphasis on reading, writing, studying, and all
forms of exchanging information with others in the years ahead - and it will all serve as a path for
self-discovery and personal development.
May 22
Venus Sextile Jupiter Transit (Aries-Gemini 3rd-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/21/17 Exact: 05/22/17 Leave: 05/23/17)
The good life, and all that is fine and luxurious, may be what you value just now. You could
enjoy making your own way and finding solutions to whatever problems you have.
May 23
Venus Enter Fourth Transit (Aries 4th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/23/17 Leave: End Date)
Fondness and appreciation for the past and for your roots in life take on greater importance for
you now. Making your home situation more pleasant and attractive plays a part in this, and the sale
or purchase of real estate could bring you much gain before this cycle is through. You may yearn
for family harmony.
May 23
Venus Opposite MC Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/22/17 Exact: 05/23/17 Leave: 05/24/17)
**
Your love of home and family may conflict with your job or with authorities. You may tend to
discount career opportunities just at the moment.
May 24
Mercury Square Venus Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 05/23/17 Exact: 05/24/17 Leave: 05/24/17)
Your ideas and thoughts may run counter to accepted values, your own or those of others. You
may find yourself in a disapproving mood. Decisions made now may have to be re-thought later.
You could find yourself tense.
May 24
Saturn Sextile Neptune Transit (Sagittarius-Libra 12th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 05/06/17 Exact: 05/24/17 Leave: 06/07/17)
Circumstances should work together to help bring out your ideals, make it easier to make your
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dreams real. You may find yourself examining and testing ideals, separating the wheat from the
chaff. All in all, a good time to project your image.
May 24
Mercury Square Sun Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 05/23/17 Exact: 05/24/17 Leave: 05/24/17)
You may have a hard time being clearheaded right now. Thoughts and ideas that come may be
inappropriate or misleading. A lot of nervous energy. Arguments are possible with an authority
figure or someone older than yourself.
May 24
Mercury Opposite Saturn Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 4th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/23/17 Exact: 05/24/17 Leave: 05/25/17)
**
Someone may tend to put the damper on what you say or think, or in some way manage to
restrict your ability to communicate. You may have thoughts that differ with the establishment (the
law).
May 25
Sun Opposite Moon Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 5th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 05/24/17 Exact: 05/25/17 Leave: 05/26/17)
An important relationship, perhaps a younger person or someone in your near environment,
may come into focus today. There could be an emotional overtone to all of this that may require
understanding and flexibility on your part.
May 25
Venus Sextile Mercury Transit (Aries-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
05/24/17 Exact: 05/25/17 Leave: 05/26/17)
**
Perhaps a time to think and study, for you have a real appreciation for ideas and thoughts. You
may find yourself enjoying a long conversation, writing a letter, or making a special phone call.
May 26
Mars Sextile Pluto Transit (Gemini-Leo 6th-8th)
Exact
(Enter:
05/25/17 Exact: 05/26/17 Leave: 05/28/17)
***
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating, even oppressive, to yourself and
others.
May 26
Venus Square Uranus Transit (Aries-Cancer 4th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/25/17 Exact: 05/26/17 Leave: 05/27/17)
You may not value something extraordinary or unusual. Instead, you find yourself appreciating
what is quite normal or ordinary.
May 28
Mercury Enter Fifth Transit (Taurus 5th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/28/17 Leave: End Date)
A period of intellectual creativity has dawned in your life; expressing yourself with a flair
comes to mean more to you. Beating the odds through cleverness is appealing, and this may lead to
an interest in all kinds of financial speculation. A lover or child who is bright and articulate plays a
bigger role in your life.
May 28
Sun Enter Sixth Transit (Gemini 6th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 05/28/17 Leave: End Date)
Being more practical and conscientious takes on special importance now. Taking care of the
necessary underpinnings of life - health, work, and such - becomes a greater preoccupation. Sorting
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things out and getting them organized to utmost efficiency keep you busy.
May 29
Mars Trine Neptune Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 05/27/17 Exact: 05/29/17 Leave: 05/30/17)
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less mundane.
A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
May 29
Sun Trine Venus Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 05/28/17 Exact: 05/29/17 Leave: 05/30/17)
A very nice day, perhaps filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is beautiful and fine.
A sense of value and valuing that may find you lavishing affection on those near you. You might
feel love or value for an older person.
May 29
Sun Trine Sun Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 05/28/17 Exact: 05/29/17 Leave: 05/30/17)
An easy, calm day that should find everything running in a smooth manner. Ideas and
interaction with authority figures or older people may be in the fore. Working with -- rather than
against -- the flow should be easy to do.
May 30
Venus Trine Pluto Transit (Aries-Leo 4th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/29/17 Exact: 05/30/17 Leave: 05/31/17)
You may enjoy probing into your inner workings or some good solid gossip. You value your
darker, more secretive areas and don't mind working through some sensitive problems.
May 31
Mercury Square Mercury Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 5th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 05/30/17 Exact: 05/31/17 Leave: 05/31/17)
You will find that your mind and thoughts will be very intense just now. There could be a lot of
pressure to make decisions that you will regret later. Plenty of nervous energy.
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Report for June
Jun 01
Mercury Sextile Uranus Transit (Taurus-Cancer 5th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/31/17 Exact: 06/01/17 Leave: 06/01/17)
Quick answers, great wit, and a surplus of insights and solutions are at the ready. A good time
to write and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible.
Jun 01
Venus Opposite Neptune Transit (Aries-Libra 4th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 05/31/17 Exact: 06/01/17 Leave: 06/02/17)
You may not appreciate someone's unrealistic approach to a situation. Their general fogginess
and impractical attitude may find you at odds with them.
Jun 03
Mercury Opposite Mars Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 5th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/02/17 Exact: 06/03/17 Leave: 06/03/17)
Steer clear of arguments and possible hard feelings. Your thoughts may not be in sync with
your feelings, and this could result in a clash with someone today.
Jun 03
Mercury Square Pluto Transit (Taurus-Leo 5th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/02/17 Exact: 06/03/17 Leave: 06/03/17)
You may be having some dark and secret thoughts. Sensitive areas of your mind may intrude
and appear obsessive. You may be suspicious of someone.
Jun 03
Mars Opposite Asc Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 7th-1st)
*** Exact (Enter: 06/02/17 Exact: 06/03/17 Leave: 06/05/17)
Trouble with partnerships or others may prevent you from appearing at your best.
Jun 03
Mars Enter Seventh Transit (Gemini 7th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/03/17 Leave: End Date)
Close relationships and other ties between people become a focus for much of your energy now.
New partnerships are entered into; old ones are renewed or else they get left behind. You try your
strength against another's, learn to cooperate or seek to conquer.
Jun 04
Mars Enter Cancer Transit (Cancer 7th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/04/17 Leave: End Date)
Defensive, aren't we? With this new cycle getting underway, protecting and preserving you and
yours takes on a higher than usual priority. A sensitivity to the needs and wants of others and an
appreciation for their frailties (as well as your own) makes you more cautious and conservative ...
you pick your battles with care.
Jun 05
Venus Trine Asc Transit (Aries-Sagittarius 4th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 06/04/17 Exact: 06/05/17 Leave: 06/06/17)
You appear perhaps more charming and refined than usual. Now could be the the time to make
that date, apply for the job, or otherwise make yourself known.
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Jun 06
Venus Enter Taurus Transit (Taurus 4th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/06/17 Leave: End Date)
A love of music, an appreciation for sensual pleasures and others of the finer things in life such are the signs of the cycle which has begun for you. This is aesthetic and artistic to be sure, but
it is also practical and materialistic: you develop a keen appreciation for the value of things,
including the money it takes to buy them.
Jun 06
Mercury Enter Gemini Transit (Gemini 5th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/06/17 Leave: End Date)
A walking encyclopedia, a yen to know a little bit about everything (and everyone): these are
the icons of the cycle you have just begun. Talking, writing, keeping a finger on the pulse of all
that's happening ... this is a time of study and learning, a cycle of mental challenge, curiosity, and
social/intellectual growth. Such things are an end in themselves rather than a means to any other
end.
Jun 06
Sun Conjunct Jupiter Transit (Gemini-Gemini 6th-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 06/05/17 Exact: 06/06/17 Leave: 06/07/17)
A good day to solve problems and make important decisions. You will find a way around
almost any obstacle and are in control and able to guide yourself with ease. Your sense of inner
direction is good and should lead to opportunities.
Jun 07
Sun Trine MC Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
06/06/17 Exact: 06/07/17 Leave: 06/08/17)
*
A very good day for job-related events. You may shine in your particular job or find that
promotion or practical insights come with ease. You could represent or speak for your company or
communicate about your skills.
Jun 09
Mercury Opposite Moon Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 5th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/08/17 Exact: 06/09/17 Leave: 06/09/17)
You may find yourself reflecting on your own youth or some event in the past. Communication
with those around you, especially younger people, may be difficult or combative.
Jun 09
Sun Trine Mercury Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 06/08/17 Exact: 06/09/17 Leave: 06/10/17)
New ways to communicate or an easy manner will make conversations and interactions go well
today. You may find yourself more talkative and facile than otherwise. A dialogue with an older
person may take place.
Jun 10
Mercury Enter Sixth Transit (Gemini 6th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/10/17 Leave: End Date)
Figuring things out, spotting the fly in the ointment, separating the sheep from the goats: these
things take on special significance now. A heightened interest in health and diet, as well as an urge
to get things organized into a rational system, goes along with this. Much mental busywork.
Jun 11
Mercury Trine Venus Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 06/10/17 Exact: 06/11/17 Leave: 06/11/17)
You have a clear vision into your own inner sense of values, how you appreciate and love. A
good time to examine and think about what is important and of lasting value.
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Jun 11
Mercury Trine Sun Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 06/10/17 Exact: 06/11/17 Leave: 06/11/17)
You are at your mental best with sharp ideas and clear thoughts. This is an excellent time to
make decisions and take care of mental work.
Jun 14
Sun Sextile Pluto Transit (Gemini-Leo 6th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 06/13/17 Exact: 06/14/17 Leave: 06/15/17)
Real insight into your own inner workings or psychology could surface today, and in a
manageable form. You may be in the mood for deep and penetrating conversations or thoughts.
Jun 14
Venus Square Venus Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 06/13/17 Exact: 06/14/17 Leave: 06/15/17)
You may experience dissatisfaction with what you have or find around you. You could feel
unloved or be unloving.
Jun 14
Venus Square Sun Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 4th-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
06/14/17 Exact: 06/14/17 Leave: 06/15/17)
**
You may find some of your values at odds with your own best interests. You may not
appreciate tradition or someone older or in authority.
Jun 14
Mercury Conjunct Jupiter Transit (Gemini-Gemini 6th-6th)
Exact
(Enter:
06/14/17 Exact: 06/14/17 Leave: 06/15/17)
**
You are in a planning mood and are very clearheaded and able to view all the alternative paths.
Go ahead and make those decisions. You can see the road ahead and will make the right choices.
Jun 15
Venus Opposite Saturn Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 4th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
06/14/17 Exact: 06/15/17 Leave: 06/16/17)
**
Someone important or in authority may oppose your values and put a damper on your desires.
You may be unable to appreciate their attitude or understand their problems.
Jun 15
Mercury Trine MC Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/14/17 Exact: 06/15/17 Leave: 06/15/17)
Good practical job-related thoughts and ideas. The ability to communicate with superiors or
describe what you see.
Jun 16
Mercury Trine Mercury Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 06/15/17 Exact: 06/16/17 Leave: 06/16/17)
Your mind could be quite clear and natural just now. Ideas are flowing and could come with
ease. You can talk, talk, talk.
Jun 16
Sun Trine Neptune Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 06/15/17 Exact: 06/16/17 Leave: 06/17/17)
Let yourself dream today. These days don't come too often, so don't ignore this opportunity to
let your imagination loose. Perhaps a good book or movie will take on that more-than-real
dimension. Consider the stars.
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Jun 18
Mars Trine Saturn Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 06/16/17 Exact: 06/18/17 Leave: 06/19/17)
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
Jun 18
Mercury Sextile Pluto Transit (Gemini-Leo 6th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/17/17 Exact: 06/18/17 Leave: 06/18/17)
In-depth discussions and probing conversations find you at your mental best. Your analytical
abilities are at a high point.
Jun 19
Mercury Trine Neptune Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/18/17 Exact: 06/19/17 Leave: 06/19/17)
A time for imagination and creativity when it comes to ideas and thinking. This, coupled with
the ability to put your thoughts into words, allows you to captivate and spellbind. A good book or
movie would be appreciated too.
Jun 19
Saturn Trine Pluto Transit (Sagittarius-Leo 12th-8th)
**** Exact (Enter: 06/06/17 Exact: 06/19/17 Leave: 07/04/17)
A good time to make some changes and reach new levels. A lot of personal and sensitive
psychological material may be surfacing, but you can handle it and turn it to your advantage. You
may look back on these months as very transformative.
Jun 20
Sun Opposite Asc Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 7th-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 06/19/17 Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: 06/21/17)
You may experience opposition to the way you present yourself. Someone could challenge your
sense of identity. You may not be able to communicate or get yourself across as well as you wish.
Jun 20
Sun Enter Seventh Transit (Gemini 7th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: End Date)
Being more closely involved with another person may well become your highest priority now.
Marriage, contracts, and partnerships are seen as keys to success and happiness, and they have
plenty of lessons to teach you.
Jun 20
Venus Enter Fifth Transit (Taurus 5th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: End Date)
Romance and other things that tug at the heart strings come your way as a new cycle begins. A
child or lover may come to mean everything. This is a creative period for you, a time to take a
chance, a time to be appreciated and admired.
Jun 20
Sun Enter Cancer Transit (Cancer 7th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: End Date)
Being more in touch with your emotional roots is a keynote of the cycle that now takes hold in
your life. This has to do with feelings, but it's more than that: it's about making the things you feel
and care about a reality. At some levels, this means a greater focus on family life - parents,
children, relatives, the whole domestic scene. On a somewhat broader scale, you're likely to find
that houses and other real property take on greater significance for you. Nurturing is where it's at in
your life now: making things grow and taking care of them, planting seeds that will develop and
survive far into the future - that's what it's all about.
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Jun 20
Mercury Opposite Asc Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 7th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 06/20/17 Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: 06/21/17)
You find yourself other-oriented just now, with many thoughts and ideas for partnership, rather
than doing things alone. Friends may find you less self-centered than usual.
Jun 20
Mercury Enter Seventh Transit (Gemini 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/20/17 Leave: End Date)
An emphasis on close relationships and a preoccupation with ideas of fairness and harmony are
part and parcel of the mental cycle you've just begun. The intellectual and communicative talents of
those close to you take on greater importance: any shortcomings of this kind stick out like a sore
thumb.
Jun 21
Mercury Enter Cancer Transit (Cancer 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 06/21/17 Leave: End Date)
Gut-level is the way you think, speak, and perceive in the cycle you have just begun. You aren't
interested in the superficial; instead, you want to get right to the root of things. You don't care about
the universal, only about how things impact you and yours. Intellect and emotion mix to the point
of inseparability.
Jun 24
Venus Square Mercury Transit (Taurus-Aquarius 5th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 06/23/17 Exact: 06/24/17 Leave: 06/25/17)
You may not place much value on ideas and thoughts. Something that someone says or
communicates to you may be unappreciated or taken the wrong way.
Jun 25
Mercury Trine Saturn Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/24/17 Exact: 06/25/17 Leave: 06/25/17)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Jun 25
Venus Sextile Uranus Transit (Taurus-Cancer 5th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/24/17 Exact: 06/25/17 Leave: 06/26/17)
Independence, as well as anything unusual or different, is valued. You may enjoy getting away
from routine and doing something completely different for a change.
Jun 28
Venus Opposite Mars Transit (Taurus-Scorpio 5th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/27/17 Exact: 06/28/17 Leave: 06/29/17)
You may not appreciate the emotional energy of someone you meet. They could appear
aggressive or pushy. You don't like the way a situation feels at the gut level.
Jun 29
Mercury Square MC Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
06/28/17 Exact: 06/29/17 Leave: 06/29/17)
**
You may not be able to keep your mind on your job or whatever you're doing just now. It could
be hard to make good job-related decisions.
Jun 29
Venus Square Pluto Transit (Taurus-Leo 5th-8th)
Exact
(Enter:
06/28/17 Exact: 06/29/17 Leave: 06/30/17)
**
You value what is above-board and straightforward and have a particular aversion to what is
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secret, intense, and private. You do not enjoy gossip or nosy neighbors just now.
Jun 30
Sun Trine Saturn Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 06/29/17 Exact: 06/30/17 Leave: 07/01/17)
Today you will be able to tackle tasks that require real discipline or organization. You find
yourself in a very practical mood and working with, instead of against, yourself. You may have
some serious or contemplative moments.
Jun 30
Mercury Conjunct Uranus Transit (Cancer-Cancer 7th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 06/30/17 Exact: 06/30/17 Leave: 07/01/17)
You are full of wit and sharp insights. This could be a time for real breakthroughs in the idea
department. You are in top form when it comes to mental activity.
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Report for July
Jun 30
Mars Square MC Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 06/29/17 Exact: 06/30/17 Leave: 07/02/17)
Harsh feelings could flare up on the job or with authority figures. Cool it, and let this one pass.
Jul 02
Mercury Trine Mars Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/01/17 Exact: 07/02/17 Leave: 07/02/17)
**
Your mind is quick and sharp, and your words are the only weapon you will need today. You
have insight into your emotions and drive, and you can talk about your feelings with great insight
and fluidity.
Jul 03
Mercury Square Neptune Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/03/17 Exact: 07/03/17 Leave: 07/04/17)
Not the clearest of times. There is the danger of foggy thinking and of your being misled or
getting too carried away with some plan or idea. A lot of mental pressure.
Jul 04
Venus Enter Gemini Transit (Gemini 5th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/04/17 Leave: End Date)
Saying (or writing) it with style comes natural now. A yen for variety is a hallmark of this
phase, and this especially applies to romantic experience and artistic tastes. (The latter tends to
focus on literature in general and poetry in particular.) A sociable, congenial, slightly frivolous
orientation sets in.
Jul 05
Mars Conjunct Uranus Transit (Cancer-Cancer 7th-7th)
*** Exact (Enter: 07/03/17 Exact: 07/05/17 Leave: 07/06/17)
You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new ideas,
a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.
Jul 05
Mercury Enter Leo Transit (Leo 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/05/17 Leave: End Date)
The hallmark of the cycle you have just begun is thinking, learning and communicating with
style. Intellectual creativity is highlighted, and your social connections have a certain flair of drama
to them. Winning the admiration of others for the things you say or write (and the way you do it)
takes on more importance in your life.
Jul 08
Mercury Trine Moon Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 7th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/07/17 Exact: 07/08/17 Leave: 07/08/17)
You have a natural sense for communicating with others, especially those younger than
yourself. Clear thoughts about the past may also be flowing in today.
Jul 08
Mercury Enter Eighth Transit (Leo 8th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/08/17 Leave: End Date)
A keen interest in what makes things tick and who (or what) pulls the strings is the hallmark of
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the mental cycle that now begins in your life. Sex, death, and other of life's ultimate mysteries (and
taboos) arouse your curiosity. Figuring out ways to make your nest egg grow can be a
preoccupation.
Jul 08
Venus Opposite Moon Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 5th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/07/17 Exact: 07/08/17 Leave: 07/09/17)
**
You may find yourself with a different set of values and at odds with younger people or with
your surroundings. You may not like the way they are or what they represent.
Jul 09
Sun Square MC Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/08/17 Exact: 07/09/17 Leave: 07/10/17)
*
Perhaps a frustrating day regarding practical or job-related activities. You may find yourself
going against authority or making some rather poor business decisions.
Jul 10
Mars Trine Mars Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 07/08/17 Exact: 07/10/17 Leave: 07/11/17)
A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something out or taking care of business.
Very physical too. Exercise or romance is in order.
Jul 10
Mercury Opposite Venus Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 07/10/17 Exact: 07/10/17 Leave: 07/11/17)
You may have difficult thoughts or conversations with someone you love or care for, or your
ideas may go against the values of someone who confronts you.
Jul 10
Mercury Opposite Sun Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 07/10/17 Exact: 07/10/17 Leave: 07/11/17)
Something you say or communicate may go against your own best interests. You could clash
with an older person or one in authority. Someone may argue with you.
Jul 10
Mercury Square Saturn Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/10/17 Exact: 07/10/17 Leave: 07/11/17)
You may feel mentally depressed or restricted. Perhaps this is not the time to try to solve any
serious problems or make important decisions. It could be hard to think.
Jul 11
Venus Enter Sixth Transit (Gemini 6th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/11/17 Leave: End Date)
Work, health, diet (and the other things that take care of us if we take care of them) can provide
a lot of satisfaction as a new lifephase begins for you. These things can lead to love and a new-self
image if you stick with them.
Jul 12
Sun Conjunct Uranus Transit (Cancer-Cancer 7th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/11/17 Exact: 07/12/17 Leave: 07/13/17)
*
Today could bring the unexpected or find you in a very unusual mood. It may be that you feel
like getting away from the routine and just doing something different. New insights or
breakthroughs are possible with authorities or someone older.
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Jul 12
Venus Trine Venus Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 07/11/17 Exact: 07/12/17 Leave: 07/13/17)
Your taste in art and appreciation in general are heightened. Perhaps a good time to select
furnishings, colors, and so on -- the finer things of life. Your sense of value is to the fore. A great
time to just sit back and enjoy what you have, to live life.
Jul 12
Venus Trine Sun Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
Exact
(Enter:
07/11/17 Exact: 07/12/17 Leave: 07/13/17)
**
You are in a (perhaps) rare mood of self-enjoyment and can appreciate your own better
qualities. You may see value in or feel love for an older person or someone in authority.
Jul 14
Mars Square Neptune Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 07/12/17 Exact: 07/14/17 Leave: 07/15/17)
Don't do too much dreaming just now. It would be very easy for you to get carried away with
some fancy or another. Your feelings are not in sync with your imagination. You may be hard to
satisfy.
Jul 15
Sun Trine Mars Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 07/14/17 Exact: 07/15/17 Leave: 07/16/17)
A good day to get things done. Good eye-hand coordination and sustained effort make almost
any task run well. You may feel like exercising or getting out and about. Emotions are very present
but within control.
Jul 15
Mercury Sextile Jupiter Transit (Leo-Gemini 8th-6th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/15/17 Exact: 07/15/17 Leave: 07/16/17)
**
A clear-minded insight into your own plans and methods is available to you. A very good time
to communicate your goals and put them into words. A good time for decisions.
Jul 16
Mercury Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/15/17 Exact: 07/16/17 Leave: 07/16/17)
**
Good practical job-related thoughts and ideas. The ability to communicate with superiors or
describe what you see.
Jul 17
Mercury Opposite Mercury Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 07/16/17 Exact: 07/17/17 Leave: 07/18/17)
You could blurt out the wrong thing today or be unable to convey what you really intend to
someone. Ideas and thoughts may not come with ease. Also, others may disagree with your ideas.
Jul 18
Sun Square Neptune Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 07/17/17 Exact: 07/18/17 Leave: 07/19/17)
Perhaps an ultra-mundane day, lacking in imagination or much, if any, escape. It is not likely
that you will lose yourself in a great book or movie. You may feel separated and not a part of
everything around you.
Jul 19
Venus Conjunct Jupiter Transit (Gemini-Gemini 6th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/18/17 Exact: 07/19/17 Leave: 07/20/17)
You may find yourself very appreciative of your career and practical skills. You might enjoy
solving puzzles and problems, finding solutions, and so on. A renewed appreciation for your work
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may be apparent to your superiors -- in fact, to everybody.
Jul 20
Mars Enter Leo Transit (Leo 7th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/20/17 Leave: End Date)
The thrill of the chase, the smell of the greasepaint, the roar of the crowd: that's what gets your
juices flowing now that you've entered a new cycle. To be appreciated, to be admired (adored,
even) - that's what you crave. It's a time of creativity, drama, and passion; a time when grabbing the
spotlight and stealing the scene gives you a thrill. Is winning everything? No - but it's way ahead of
whatever comes in second!
Jul 20
Venus Trine MC Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/19/17 Exact: 07/20/17 Leave: 07/21/17)
You could be in the limelight, especially with superiors or in relation to your work. You may
find that you enjoy your job or the responsibility it entails more than usual.
Jul 20
Mercury Square Mars Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/19/17 Exact: 07/20/17 Leave: 07/21/17)
Your mind is very sharp now, with the result that you may be a bit irritable or say too much.
Quick-witted you are, but this could also result in arguments and hard words.
Jul 20
Mercury Conjunct Pluto Transit (Leo-Leo 8th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/20/17 Exact: 07/20/17 Leave: 07/21/17)
Sharp and penetrating insight into your own inner workings -- what is hidden or going on
behind the scenes. Sherlock Holmes to the fore. Also good for research and analysis.
Jul 21
Venus Trine Mercury Transit (Gemini-Aquarius 6th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 07/20/17 Exact: 07/21/17 Leave: 07/22/17)
Perhaps a time to think and study, for you have a real appreciation for ideas and thoughts. You
may find yourself enjoying a long conversation, writing a letter, or making a special phone call.
Jul 22
Sun Enter Leo Transit (Leo 7th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/22/17 Leave: End Date)
"This I do for me" is your motto at a time like this. This is your time to shine, like a swirl of
star-stuff that has finally reached critical mass and suddenly starts to give off more light than it
receives. Issues of pride, mastery, and appreciation become more and more central to your
lifestream as this cycle progresses, as does a very important lesson: it's not what you do so much as
how you do it, not who you are so much as how you make others feel about themselves. If it doesn't
come from the heart, it shouldn't matter now.
Jul 22
Mercury Sextile Neptune Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/21/17 Exact: 07/22/17 Leave: 07/23/17)
A time for imagination and creativity when it comes to ideas and thinking. This, coupled with
the ability to put your thoughts into words, allows you to captivate and spellbind. A good book or
movie would be appreciated too.
Jul 25
Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 07/24/17 Exact: 07/25/17 Leave: 07/26/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
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Jul 25
Mercury Enter Virgo Transit (Virgo 8th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/25/17 Leave: End Date)
Mental discipline and patience are keynoted as you enter into a new cycle. Thinking things
through, accounting for all the details, making careful measurements: these and similar experiences
keep your mind active and involved. An interest in health and work may come to the fore.
Jul 26
Venus Sextile Pluto Transit (Gemini-Leo 6th-8th)
Exact
(Enter:
07/25/17 Exact: 07/26/17 Leave: 07/27/17)
**
You may enjoy probing into your inner workings or some good solid gossip. You value your
darker, more secretive areas and don't mind working through some sensitive problems.
Jul 27
Sun Trine Moon Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 7th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 07/26/17 Exact: 07/27/17 Leave: 07/28/17)
A nice day that should just flow along. In particular, you will do well in activities that include
children, younger people, and your home and surroundings. You could feel real support and
harmony at this time for circumstances and those around you.
Jul 27
Mars Trine Moon Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 7th-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 07/25/17 Exact: 07/27/17 Leave: 07/28/17)
You have a lot of energy for improving your surroundings or life situations. You are very
motivated to improve. There could be some hard feelings, especially from younger persons, if you
become too aggressive.
Jul 27
Sun Enter Eighth Transit (Leo 8th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 07/27/17 Leave: End Date)
**
The ultimate mysteries of life and death take on greater importance now. Sex and healing are
manifestations that play a bigger role in your life now. Taxes, investments, and other financial ties
or obligations grab your attention.
Jul 27
Venus Trine Neptune Transit (Gemini-Libra 6th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/27/17 Exact: 07/27/17 Leave: 07/28/17)
You may enjoy a good movie or book or feel like escaping from day-to-day realities for a
while. You can appreciate an imaginative approach and may value communal or futuristic ideas.
Jul 28
Mars Enter Eighth Transit (Leo 8th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/28/17 Leave: End Date)
Who controls what and how to make sure you get what you want are foremost concerns now.
This is a sexy and powerful kind of experience at some levels. A need to prove yourself can lead to
all kinds of challenges, can lead to a new you that leaves the old behind like an outgrown shell.
Jul 29
Jupiter Trine Jupiter Transit (Libra-Gemini 9th-6th)
Exact
(Enter: 07/20/17 Exact: 07/29/17 Leave: 08/05/17)
****
A time of good fortune when things open up in a very natural way for you. Situations are
almost tailor-made, and it is easy to see which path is the one to take. Opportunities abound, and
you may find yourself wanting (and able) to do almost everything.
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Jul 30
Mercury Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 07/29/17 Exact: 07/30/17 Leave: 07/31/17)
You may find that your ideas and thoughts run counter to what is going on around you,
resulting in a lack of support or respect for what you think. There could be arguments, especially
with younger persons.
Jul 31
Venus Opposite Asc Transit (Gemini-Sagittarius 7th-1st)
Exact
(Enter:
07/30/17 Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: 07/31/17)
**
Other people may not appreciate the way you come on or present yourself. You may find
yourself caring too much about what others think of you.
Jul 31
Venus Enter Seventh Transit (Gemini 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: End Date)
Marriage and other close relationships give rise to great expectations now, as a new cycle gets
underway in your life. This is a time to enjoy and appreciate your ties to others, and to seek and
promote harmony in the interaction between people.
Jul 31
Venus Enter Cancer Transit (Cancer 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: End Date)
Mothering (or being mothered), sympathy, a yearning to put down roots, and a fondness for
things that have stood the test of time - these are some of the hallmarks of the phase that now
begins in your life. Romantic and social experiences, as well as artistic tastes, will show evidence
of these factors.
Jul 31
Sun Opposite Venus Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 07/30/17 Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: 08/01/17)
You may come face-to-face today with someone who has very different values than you do.
You could find yourself cast in an opposing position, and this might require compromise and
understanding on your part. You may not appreciate authority now.
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August - Monthly Highlights
Aug 03
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 07/27/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/10/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Aug 03
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: End Date)
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
Aug 18
Neptune Re-Enter Second Transit (Pisces 2nd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/18/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a period of flux and maybe even fog where your sense of values is
concerned. Losing sight of the practical and mundane can make you very artistic now, but might
not be so good for the bankbook. A need for caution and practicality on the material and financial
level.
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Report for August
Jul 31
Sun Opposite Sun Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 07/30/17 Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: 08/01/17)
An important relationship, perhaps an older person or someone in authority, may come into
focus today. There could be some tension or sense of opposition requiring compromise or
negotiation on your part. An opportunity for understanding and even growth.
Jul 31
Sun Square Saturn Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 07/30/17 Exact: 07/31/17 Leave: 08/01/17)
It may be hard to organize or persevere today. Everything may seem to be falling apart and
coming unglued. Don't force things. Be patient and let the chaos blow itself out. Clashes with
authorities or someone older over responsibilities are possible.
Aug 02
Mars Opposite Venus Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/01/17 Exact: 08/02/17 Leave: 08/04/17)
Others may oppose or confront your value system. Their push or drive may tend to conflict with
the way you feel and do things. Your own desires may be ignored.
Aug 03
Mars Opposite Sun Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/01/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/04/17)
You may have an emotional confrontation with someone older than you or with an authority
figure. Your feelings and emotions may be running against your best interests.
Aug 03
Mars Square Saturn Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/01/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/04/17)
Relax. This is not an easy time. Your own drive and emotions are hard set against the way
things are, your particular set of realities. Push on now and you risk breaking something. Be
patient, and let this one blow over.
Aug 03
Jupiter Conjunct MC Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 07/27/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/10/17)
You make your way now by using practical vision and common sense. This could be some kind
of high-water mark for your career, recognition, and so on. At the same time, a change of direction
is in order, finding you in a gradual curve towards more inwardness.
Aug 03
Jupiter Enter Tenth Transit (Libra 10th )
***** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: End Date)
Ambition takes center stage now. Achievements that win you reward and recognition are yours
for the making - but you must make them happen, you cannot simply wait around and expect them
to appear full-blown. You could develop a knack for being in the right place at the right time, and
you may find that you have friends in high places.
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Aug 03
Moon Trine Moon Secondary Progression (Aries-Sagittarius 3rd-11th)
*** Exact (Enter: 07/10/17 Exact: 08/03/17 Leave: 08/27/17)
This should be a time for creating and enjoying emotional harmony. Other people - family
members in particular - seem especially appreciative and supportive. You have a knack for
knowing what people want deep down inside now, and this can be a real asset in all dealings with
the public.
Aug 04
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 08/03/17 Exact: 08/04/17 Leave: 08/06/17)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Aug 08
Venus Trine Saturn Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 08/07/17 Exact: 08/08/17 Leave: 08/08/17)
You feel a love of order and law -- an appreciation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are
valued for the lessons they represent, rather than perceived as obstacles.
Aug 08
Sun Sextile Jupiter Transit (Leo-Gemini 8th-6th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/07/17 Exact: 08/08/17 Leave: 08/09/17)
*
A very lucky day for making plans or decisions and finding your way through just about any
problem you may discover. You feel successful and able to cope. Good advice from a guide or
older person may be forthcoming. A good day.
Aug 09
Pluto Square MC Transit (Capricorn-Libra 1st-10th)
***** Exact (Enter: 06/28/17 Exact: 08/09/17 Leave: End Date)
Your relationships (partnerships, lovers) are now very intense and ever-so-personal. In fact,
they are capable of transforming you at the most basic level. A time of real inner growth through
other people, the social life. Job and family may suffer.
Aug 09
Sun Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 08/08/17 Exact: 08/09/17 Leave: 08/10/17)
A very good day for job-related events. You may shine in your particular job or find that
promotion or practical insights come with ease. You could represent or speak for your company or
communicate about your skills.
Aug 11
Sun Opposite Mercury Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
* Exact (Enter: 08/10/17 Exact: 08/11/17 Leave: 08/12/17)
You may find yourself somewhat argumentative today. For instance, you could disagree with
ideas or find communication with others difficult or fouled up. You may clash with someone older
or in authority over ideas. Words may be exchanged.
Aug 15
Mars Sextile Jupiter Transit (Leo-Gemini 8th-6th)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/13/17 Exact: 08/15/17 Leave: 08/16/17)
A perfect time to be assertive and to move forward in your career decisions. You have all the
drive and energy you could want, and it should be easy to channel it. The path is open and clear.
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Aug 15
Venus Square MC Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 08/14/17 Exact: 08/15/17 Leave: 08/16/17)
You may find some of your values at odds with your own best interests. You may not
appreciate tradition or someone older in authority.
Aug 15
Jupiter Trine Mercury Transit (Libra-Aquarius 10th-2nd)
**** Exact (Enter: 08/08/17 Exact: 08/15/17 Leave: 08/21/17)
You find that you can really use your mind to make clear choices and think things through.
Career decisions are straightforward and easy to make. You make your way through ideas,
concepts, and your ability to communicate and express them to others.
Aug 15
Sun Square Mars Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 08/14/17 Exact: 08/15/17 Leave: 08/17/17)
Frustration, especially in getting things accomplished, may set today's mood. You could fly off
the handle with very little provocation, so exercise some control and be ready for a possible
emotional overload.
Aug 16
Mars Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/14/17 Exact: 08/16/17 Leave: 08/17/17)
You have a lot of energy to pour into practical and career decisions. You may appear
commanding and assertive.
Aug 16
Sun Conjunct Pluto Transit (Leo-Leo 8th-8th)
* Exact (Enter: 08/15/17 Exact: 08/16/17 Leave: 08/17/17)
This could be an action-filled day when time seems to slow down as you encounter some of
your more sensitive areas. This kind of intensity and vulnerability points to inner change and
growth, especially that related to goals or someone older.
Aug 17
Venus Conjunct Uranus Transit (Cancer-Cancer 7th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/16/17 Exact: 08/17/17 Leave: 08/18/17)
**
Independence, as well as anything unusual or different, is valued. You may enjoy getting away
from routine and doing something completely different for a change.
Aug 18
Sun Sextile Neptune Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
* Exact (Enter: 08/17/17 Exact: 08/18/17 Leave: 08/19/17)
Let yourself dream today. These days don't come too often, so don't ignore this opportunity to
let your imagination loose. Perhaps a good book or movie will take on that more-than-real
dimension. Consider the stars.
Aug 18
Neptune Re-Enter Second Transit (Pisces 2nd )
****** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/18/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a period of flux and maybe even fog where your sense of values is
concerned. Losing sight of the practical and mundane can make you very artistic now, but might
not be so good for the bankbook. A need for caution and practicality on the material and financial
level.
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Aug 19
Mars Opposite Mercury Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/17/17 Exact: 08/19/17 Leave: 08/20/17)
You may have words and possible hurt feelings with someone during this time. Emotional
needs conflict with the way you think and communicate. Some form of gut-level opposition to your
ideas.
Aug 20
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/18/17 Exact: 08/20/17 Leave: 08/21/17)
**
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Aug 20
Venus Trine Mars Transit (Cancer-Scorpio 7th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 08/19/17 Exact: 08/20/17 Leave: 08/21/17)
You may find yourself looking for a little romance today or at least enjoying some emotional
release. You can appreciate feelings and movement. You may want to just get out and walk or
exercise.
Aug 22
Jupiter Square Uranus Transit (Libra-Cancer 10th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/16/17 Exact: 08/22/17 Leave: 08/27/17)
****
Career choices and direction seem to indicate a loss of freedom and originality on your part.
You may feel stifled and forced to go along if you want to succeed. This could result in a situation
building up to an explosive level. Tread with care.
Aug 22
Sun Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 08/21/17 Exact: 08/22/17 Leave: 08/23/17)
You may appear very at ease and loose today. Everything seems to be working together, and
you may find yourself expressive and able to communicate well.
Aug 22
Venus Square Neptune Transit (Cancer-Libra 7th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 08/21/17 Exact: 08/22/17 Leave: 08/23/17)
You prefer the simple, ordinary virtues and don't appreciate any form of other-worldliness or
escapism. Not the best time to read a book or take in a movie.
Aug 22
Sun Enter Virgo Transit (Virgo 8th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/22/17 Leave: End Date)
You're coming into a new cycle centered on taking what you know and what you've got and
then making the most of it in the real world. Assimilating information and experience, learning
lessons and putting them into practice - that's the focus as this cycle unfolds. It's a time for
prudence and stewardship, a time to tend to the details. You probably already have the grand ideals
and visions: now you must get your hands dirty with the bricks and mortar and your mind busy
with putting it all together.
Aug 25
Mercury Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/24/17 Exact: 08/25/17 Leave: 08/26/17)
**
You may find that your ideas and thoughts run counter to what is going on around you,
resulting in a lack of support or respect for what you think. There could be arguments, especially
with younger persons.
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Aug 25
Venus Enter Leo Transit (Leo 7th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/25/17 Leave: End Date)
Romance becomes an end in itself as a new cycle begins for you. It marks a time when love,
creativity, and self-expression satisfy a deep yearning to be appreciated and admired - needed,
even. A flashy, flirty, stylish splash of color and warmth.
Aug 26
Mars Square Mars Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/24/17 Exact: 08/26/17 Leave: 08/27/17)
***
Harsh energy could leave you feeling emotionally blocked and frustrated. Don't try to push too
hard. You are only fighting yourself. Wait this one out.
Aug 26
Mars Conjunct Pluto Transit (Leo-Leo 8th-8th)
*** Exact (Enter: 08/25/17 Exact: 08/26/17 Leave: 08/28/17)
A drive to probe and penetrate may find you examining and working through some strong
internal changes. Push too hard and you could be too dominating and even oppressive to yourself
and others.
Aug 27
Sun Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 08/26/17 Exact: 08/27/17 Leave: 08/28/17)
You may have a sense of circumstances working against you or feel a lack of support and love
from those around you. You could clash with younger people or old habits. Your support system
(environment) may feel stressed.
Aug 29
Venus Trine Moon Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 7th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/28/17 Exact: 08/29/17 Leave: 08/30/17)
**
A good time for surrounding yourself with friends and younger people and for having a good
time. You appreciate your particular situation and enjoy support from those around you.
Aug 29
Mars Sextile Neptune Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/28/17 Exact: 08/29/17 Leave: 08/31/17)
***
A strong drive to unify and simplify. You want something more imaginative and less mundane.
A yearning for other worlds and for some more cosmic form of love.
Aug 30
Venus Enter Eighth Transit (Leo 8th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/30/17 Leave: End Date)
Sex and money count for plenty now - maybe too much. Wanting something or someone seems
to take on special importance: here is desire; here is charisma... maybe even obsession. Financial
ties to other people are highlighted - money matters and investments are a focus.
Aug 31
Mercury Re-Enter Leo Transit (Leo 8th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 08/31/17 Leave: End Date)
The hallmark of the cycle you have just begun is thinking, learning and communicating with
style. Intellectual creativity is highlighted, and your social connections have a certain flair of drama
to them. Winning the admiration of others for the things you say or write (and the way you do it)
takes on more importance in your life.
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September - Monthly Highlights
Sep 21
Jupiter Conjunct Neptune Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 09/16/17 Exact: 09/21/17 Leave: 09/26/17)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could be.
Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group cooperation and
communion (mass images) could further your career.
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Report for September
Aug 31
Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 08/30/17 Exact: 08/31/17 Leave: 09/03/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
Sep 01
Sun Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
08/30/17 Exact: 09/01/17 Leave: 09/02/17)
*
Today you will be able to tackle tasks that require real discipline or organization. You find
yourself in a very practical mood and working with, instead of against, yourself. You may have
some serious or contemplative moments.
Sep 02
Venus Opposite Venus Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 09/01/17 Exact: 09/02/17 Leave: 09/03/17)
Someone with a different set of values than your own may confront you. That person's taste
may run counter to yours. There could be a mutual lack of appreciation.
Sep 02
Venus Opposite Sun Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 09/01/17 Exact: 09/02/17 Leave: 09/03/17)
You may find yourself at odds with someone you care about or someone in authority over
questions of values. You may not appreciate what they represent.
Sep 02
Venus Square Saturn Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/01/17 Exact: 09/02/17 Leave: 09/03/17)
You may tend to ignore or fail to appreciate the law or what you know to be the truth. Your
values may run counter to established tradition.
Sep 04
Mars Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
*** Exact (Enter: 09/03/17 Exact: 09/04/17 Leave: 09/06/17)
You can really communicate and convey yourself to others right now. You have a lot of energy
and come across as assertive and dominant.
Sep 05
Mars Enter Virgo Transit (Virgo 8th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/05/17 Leave: End Date)
As a new cycle dawns in your life, there arises a passion for details, a need to do just the right
thing at just the right time, and a burning desire to have a place for everything and everything in its
place. This can be hard on the digestion if taken to extremes! The satisfaction of a job well done is
one of your greatest incentives now.
Sep 05
Sun Enter Ninth Transit (Virgo 9th )
** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/05/17 Leave: End Date)
Connections with people on a grand scale - for example, at a distance or en masse - play a
bigger part in your life now. Education, advertising and travel could play a part in this. Law and
philosophy and/or religion have much potential to impact your lifestyle.
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Sep 08
Venus Sextile Jupiter Transit (Leo-Gemini 8th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/07/17 Exact: 09/08/17 Leave: 09/09/17)
The good life, and all that is fine and luxurious, may be what you value just now. You could
enjoy making your own way and finding solutions to whatever problems you have.
Sep 08
Sun Square Jupiter Transit (Virgo-Gemini 9th-6th)
* Exact (Enter: 09/07/17 Exact: 09/08/17 Leave: 09/09/17)
Not a great day to make plans or decisions. It could be hard to figure out the right move. You
may feel frustrated as to where you are headed in life just now. Someone older or in authority may
disapprove of your actions or decisions.
Sep 09
Mercury Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 09/07/17 Exact: 09/09/17 Leave: 09/10/17)
You can really get your thoughts and ideas across. Good communication.
Sep 09
Venus Sextile MC Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
Exact
(Enter:
09/08/17 Exact: 09/09/17 Leave: 09/10/17)
**
You could be in the limelight, especially with superiors or in relation to your work. You may
find that you enjoy your job or the responsibility it entails more than usual.
Sep 09
Mercury Enter Virgo Transit (Virgo 8th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 09/09/17 Leave: End Date)
***
Mental discipline and patience are keynoted as you enter into a new cycle. Thinking things
through, accounting for all the details, making careful measurements: these and similar experiences
keep your mind active and involved. An interest in health and work may come to the fore.
Sep 10
Venus Opposite Mercury Transit (Leo-Aquarius 8th-2nd)
** Exact (Enter: 09/10/17 Exact: 09/10/17 Leave: 09/11/17)
You may not like the ideas or thoughts of someone who confronts you. What they say may
seem inappropriate or be unappreciated.
Sep 12
Jupiter Sextile Pluto Transit (Libra-Leo 10th-8th)
**** Exact (Enter: 09/06/17 Exact: 09/12/17 Leave: 09/17/17)
You may find that both your personal growth and your career may depend upon how you can
handle the very sensitive psychological material that may be coming up now. You will benefit from
analytical insights, getting to the heart of things. Penetrating.
Sep 12
Mars Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
09/10/17 Exact: 09/12/17 Leave: 09/13/17)
***
Emotional flare-ups, especially with younger people or those you spend time with are ,possible
right now. You could push too hard and damage your living situation or means of support.
Sep 12
Sun Sextile Uranus Transit (Virgo-Cancer 9th-7th)
Exact
(Enter:
09/11/17 Exact: 09/12/17 Leave: 09/13/17)
*
Take a little trip, or get outside today. You may want to break that routine and try something
new or different right now. You may discover insights into day-to-day problems that will be of
great value later.
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Sep 14
Mercury Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/13/17 Exact: 09/14/17 Leave: 09/15/17)
You may find that your ideas and thoughts run counter to what is going on around you,
resulting in a lack of support or respect for what you think. There could be arguments, especially
with younger persons.
Sep 14
Venus Square Mars Transit (Leo-Scorpio 8th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
09/13/17 Exact: 09/14/17 Leave: 09/15/17)
**
You may not feel like being very emotional and might tend to ignore any emotional needs that
you might have. Your sense of values may be in conflict with your feelings.
Sep 14
Venus Conjunct Pluto Transit (Leo-Leo 8th-8th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/14/17 Exact: 09/14/17 Leave: 09/15/17)
You may enjoy probing into your inner workings or some good solid gossip. You value your
darker, more secretive areas and don't mind working through some sensitive problems.
Sep 15
Sun Sextile Mars Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 9th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 09/14/17 Exact: 09/15/17 Leave: 09/16/17)
A good day to get things done. Good eye-hand coordination and sustained effort make almost
any task run well. You may feel like exercising or getting out and about. Emotions are very present
but within control.
Sep 16
Venus Sextile Neptune Transit (Leo-Libra 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/15/17 Exact: 09/16/17 Leave: 09/17/17)
You may enjoy a good movie or book or feel like escaping from day-to-day realities for a
while. You can appreciate an imaginative approach and may value communal or futuristic ideas.
Sep 17
Mercury Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/17/17 Exact: 09/17/17 Leave: 09/18/17)
Put your mind to work and take care of any details that you may have, for mental discipline
should come easily. Problems and obstacles that have heretofore been confounding should find
easy explanations under your keen examination.
Sep 19
Mars Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
*** Exact (Enter: 09/17/17 Exact: 09/19/17 Leave: 09/20/17)
Irresistible force meets immovable object. Proceed with caution! There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined work, but push too hard and you may break something.
Sep 19
Venus Trine Asc Transit (Leo-Sagittarius 8th-1st)
** Exact (Enter: 09/18/17 Exact: 09/19/17 Leave: 09/20/17)
You appear perhaps more charming and refined than usual. Now could be the the time to make
that date, apply for the job, or otherwise make yourself known.
Sep 19
Venus Enter Virgo Transit (Virgo 8th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/19/17 Leave: End Date)
If it makes sense you love it, and if it doesn't you feel guilty about it: that's what it's like now. A
loving attention to details and a sense of satisfaction in doing what is right (especially with respect
to your health) are some of the qualities that come to the fore at a time like this.
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Sep 20
Mercury Square Jupiter Secondary Progression (Pisces-Gemini 3rd-6th)
**** Enter (Enter: 09/20/17 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
Changing legal, cultural, and political realities require a change in your plans now; otherwise,
you could be headed for some tough sledding. It's crucial that you look beyond the daily exigencies
to see the big picture, or you're apt to get blind-sided. Business and financial interests also require
changes in plans now. Be alert; find what doesn't work for you and fix it!
Sep 20
Mercury Enter Ninth Transit (Virgo 9th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/20/17 Leave: End Date)
Broadening your intellectual and spiritual horizons takes on a high priority now. You're intent
on seeing the big picture and getting to the point. Travel and further education can help bring this
about. Being in touch with ideas and people on a grander scale than ever keeps your mind busy.
Sep 21
Jupiter Conjunct Neptune Transit (Libra-Libra 10th-10th)
**** Exact (Enter: 09/16/17 Exact: 09/21/17 Leave: 09/26/17)
You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams of how life could be.
Don't be afraid to project that image, make those dreams real. Ideas of group cooperation and
communion (mass images) could further your career.
Sep 22
Sun Square Asc Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 9th-1st)
* Exact (Enter: 09/21/17 Exact: 09/22/17 Leave: 09/23/17)
You may lack any real sense of yourself today, or be unable to communicate or convey your
ideas. You tend to feel that your personality lacks any vitality. An authority figure could be hard to
connect with now.
Sep 22
Mercury Square Jupiter Transit (Virgo-Gemini 9th-6th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/21/17 Exact: 09/22/17 Leave: 09/22/17)
You could find yourself mentally acute and in a problem-solving mood. However, there is a
real possibility that the decisions you make today and the solutions you find may have to be
re-done tomorrow.
Sep 22
Sun Enter Libra Transit (Libra 9th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 09/22/17 Leave: End Date)
**
Meeting yourself in another person is the keynote of a new cycle which begins for you now.
Relationships - romantic, business, social - are the arena where this drama is played out. In coming
to know the other person, forging ties that bind two people, you come to a better understanding of
yourself. It's easy in theory, but it's only in practice that it comes to mean anything real - so practice
until you get it right!
Sep 23
Venus Square Moon Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 8th-11th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/22/17 Exact: 09/23/17 Leave: 09/24/17)
You may not appreciate your surroundings, or someone younger than you does not measure up.
Your values may be at odds (just for the moment) with those around you.
Sep 24
Mercury Sextile Uranus Transit (Virgo-Cancer 9th-7th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/23/17 Exact: 09/24/17 Leave: 09/24/17)
Quick answers, great wit, and a surplus of insights and solutions are at the ready. A good time
to write and communicate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible.
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Sep 26
Mars Enter Ninth Transit (Virgo 9th )
**** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/26/17 Leave: End Date)
Discovering what you truly believe in - fighting for it, even - is a high personal priority now.
Religion, law, politics, travel,and higher education are some of the arenas where this takes place.
This is a time of testing your limits to see how far you can go.
Sep 26
Mercury Sextile Mars Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 9th-11th)
Exact
(Enter:
09/25/17 Exact: 09/26/17 Leave: 09/26/17)
**
Your mind is quick and sharp, and your words are the only weapon you will need today. You
have insight into your emotions and drive, and you can talk about your feelings with great insight
and fluidity.
Sep 27
Venus Sextile Saturn Transit (Virgo-Scorpio 8th-10th)
** Exact (Enter: 09/26/17 Exact: 09/27/17 Leave: 09/27/17)
You feel a love of order and law -- an appreciation for responsibilities and duty. Problems are
valued for the lessons they represent, rather than perceived as obstacles.
Sep 27
Sun Sextile Moon Transit (Libra-Sagittarius 9th-11th)
* Exact (Enter: 09/26/17 Exact: 09/27/17 Leave: 09/28/17)
A nice day that should just flow along. In particular, you will do well in activities that include
children, younger people, and your home and surroundings. You could feel real support and
harmony at this time for circumstances and those around you.
Sep 29
Mercury Square Asc Transit (Virgo-Sagittarius 9th-1st)
Exact
(Enter:
09/29/17 Exact: 09/29/17 Leave: 09/30/17)
**
You may have some difficulty speaking or getting your ideas and thoughts across to others.
You might say the wrong thing.
Sep 29
Mercury Enter Libra Transit (Libra 9th )
Exact
(Enter:
Begin Date Exact: 09/29/17 Leave: End Date)
***
A new cycle begins for you, signalling a greater than usual interest in relationships, social
connections, and the arts - on a more intellectual level than in the past, most likely. Seeing both
sides of an issue, and figuring out resolutions to opposing views: these things take on more
importance in your life.
Sep 29
Mars Square Jupiter Transit (Virgo-Gemini 9th-6th)
*** Enter (Enter: 09/29/17 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
Your emotional drive and sense of things may be at odds with your best interests, the way to
proceed. You could make some bad decisions, be too generous, or squander your resources.
Sep 30
Sun Trine Venus Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
Enter
(Enter:
09/30/17 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
*
A very nice day, perhaps filled with some renewed appreciation for all that is beautiful and fine.
A sense of value and valuing that may find you lavishing affection on those near you. You might
feel love or value for an older person.
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Sep 30
Venus Enter Ninth Transit (Virgo 9th )
*** Exact (Enter: Begin Date Exact: 09/30/17 Leave: End Date)
Travel and other contacts with faraway people and places will play a bigger role for you now.
Such things bring love and gain in one way or another. Higher education or philosophical/religious
contacts could have a part in making good things happen.
Sep 30
Sun Trine Sun Transit (Libra-Aquarius 9th-2nd)
Enter
(Enter:
09/30/17 Exact: End Date Leave: End Date)
*
An easy, calm day that should find everything running in a smooth manner. Ideas and
interaction with authority figures or older people may be in the fore. Working with -- rather than
against -- the flow should be easy to do.
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Oprah Winfrey: Transit to Natal: Geocentric
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Oprah Winfrey: Transit to Natal: Geocentric (cont.)
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Oprah Winfrey: Transit to Natal: Geocentric (cont.)
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Oprah Winfrey: Progressed to Natal : Secondary Progression: Geocentric
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